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abstract
evidence for decays of the higgs boson
to tau leptons at atlas
Alexander Tuna
H.H. Williams
This thesis presents evidence for Higgs decays to tau leptons with the ATLAS experiment
at the Large Hadron Collider. Special emphasis is given to the VBF H → τ`τhad category of
the analysis. The data correspond to 25 fb−1 of proton collisions with
√
s = 7 or 8 TeV. The
H → ττ search strategy, predictions, and results are described. Prospects for the H → ττ
analysis, both in the near- and long-term, are also discussed.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
This thesis documents the evidence of Higgs boson decays to tau leptons with the ATLAS
experiment at the LHC. Special emphasis is given to the VBF H → τ`τhad subset of the
analysis. The data correspond to 25 fb−1 of proton collisions with
√
s = 7 or 8 TeV.
Chapter 2 gives a brief overview of the Standard Model of particle physics to provide
theoretical context for searches for the Higgs boson. Chapter 3 describes the LHC and the
ATLAS detector, which are the experimental apparatuses used here, and the process by which
detector outputs are interpreted and classified as particles. Chapter 4 describes tau leptons
and their experimental signatures at ATLAS. Details of classifying hadronic tau lepton decays
are presented, especially discrimination against jets, electrons, and muons.
Chapter 5 discusses the search strategy for H → ττ at ATLAS and motivates the use
of machine learning. Chapter 6 reviews how physics processes relevant to the search are
predicted, including a thorough description of the prediction of jets mis-identified as hadronic
tau lepton decays. Chapter 7 gives the results of the searches and presents evidence for decays
of the Higgs boson to tau leptons at ATLAS.
Chapter 8 discusses future prospects for H → ττ analysis at ATLAS, both in the near-
and long-term. Chapter 9 concludes this thesis with a synopsis.
Much of the work in this thesis is included in publications by the ATLAS experiment,
including a description of hadronically decaying tau leptons at ATLAS [1] and evidence for
decays of the Higgs boson to tau leptons at ATLAS [2].
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Chapter 2
Theoretical Review
The Standard Model of particle physics is described in brief. It is the preemi-
nent theory describing the behavior of subatomic particles, and it is the result
of generations of experimental observations and theoretical interpretations. Until
recently, only one fundamental particle of the theory had not been observed: the
Higgs boson. The particle was first observed by the ATLAS and CMS experiments
at the LHC in 2012.
2.1 The Standard Model
The Standard Model (SM) describes how particles in nature interact in the electroweak and
quantum chromodynamic (QCD) sectors. These interactions are encoded in the SM La-
grangian written in the language of a quantum field theory, where particles are represented by
quantum fields. The SM Lagrangian is a non-abelian gauge theory with the symmetry group
SU(3)× SU(2)×U(1).
The gauge invariance of SU(3), SU(2), and U(1) implies the existence of eight gluon fields,
three W i bosons, and a B boson which together mediate the QCD and electroweak sectors.
All of these bosons are predicted to be massless, though, which presents a problem since the
weak forces are known to be short range, i.e., their mediating boson ought to be massive.
This problem was remedied independently by Brout and Englert [3], Higgs [4, 5], and
Guralnik, Hagen, and Kibble [6] in the 1960s. They proposed the symmetry be spontaneously
broken by a new scalar field whose accompanying particle has been dubbed the Higgs boson,
and the result of this breaking are the massive W± and Z fields, which are superpositions
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of the massless W i and B bosons. The symmetry breaking also provides mass terms for the
fermions in concert with a Yukawa-style interaction with the Higgs boson. The theory of
electromagnetic and weak interactions was coherently unified by Glashow [7], Weinberg [8],
and Salam [9] in the late 1960s.
Among the first strong evidence for the electroweak theory was the observation of weak
neutral current interactions by Gargamelle at CERN [10, 11, 12]. These were a manifestation of
the massive Z boson despite not having sufficient energy to produce them directly. A handful
of additional experiments could also measure the mixing angle θW , which is a parameter of
the electroweak theory governing the mixing of the B and the W into the Z and photon. This
measurement [13, 14] can be used to make predictions of the masses of the bosons, especially
the ratio of their masses: cos(θW ) = mW /mZ . The UA1 and UA2 experiments at CERN first
observed the massive bosons in 1983 [15, 16, 17, 18], and the measured masses were exactly
compatible with the prediction of the broken electroweak symmetry. This provided compelling
motivation for the existence of the Higgs boson.
The collection of fundamental SM particles, including the Higgs boson, are shown in
Figs. 2.1 and 2.2. The bosons of the SM are mediators of the theory, and the fermions
compose the matter we observe. The fermions are grouped into the quarks, which compose
objects like protons and neutrons, and the leptons, such as electrons. Quarks have fractional
electric charge and three possible color charges, typically called red, blue, and green. They
therefore interact with all of the SM gauge bosons. The leptons are colorless and only interact
with the electroweak gauge bosons. Among the leptons, neutrinos are electrically neutral and
thus only participate in weak interactions. They are also have small mass relative to the other
SM fermions, though they are not massless. Understanding the properties of neutrinos is an
active area of current research.
2.2 Search for the Higgs
Despite the strong motivation for the existence of the Higgs boson, it was not verified for
nearly fifty years after its initial proposal. The topic of experimental observation and general
phenomenology of the Higgs boson was approached by Ellis, Gaillard, and Nanopoulos, who
decided “we do not want to encourage big experimental searches for the Higgs boson” [20]
because its mass was an unknown parameter and its couplings to other particles “are probably
all very small” [20].
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Nonetheless, big experimental searches ensued. The largest production modes of the Higgs
boson at proton colliders are through gluon fusion (ggF), vector boson fusion (VBF), and
production in association with a vector boson (V H) [21], and the cross-sections for these
processes are indeed small. The diagrams are shown in Fig. 2.3 with their cross-section for
the Higgs mass at 125 GeV. At electron colliders, the ZH production mode dominates.
The Higgs then decays quickly, and experiments are tasked with inferring its presence
from its decay products. Many decay channels are allowed because the Higgs couples directly
to all massive particles in the SM Lagrangian. The Higgs decay branching fractions [22] are
correlated with the mass of the decay products, and it tends to decay to whatever particle is
heaviest and kinematically allowed. For example, if the Higgs mass was 100 GeV, it would
decay almost exclusively to bb, whereas at 200 GeV, it would decay mostly to WW and ZZ.
The prospect of directly observing the Higgs boson was a major piece of the physics
program at the LEP [24] and Tevatron [25] colliders at CERN and Fermilab, respectively.
Experiments at both colliders published many searches [26, 27], and their sensitivity was
driven by the H→ bb decay channel because of its high branching fraction. Neither collider
reported an observation, and the LEP experiments excluded SM production of the Higgs boson
if its mass were below 114 GeV.
The LEP and Tevatron searches, when combined with fits of precision electroweak mea-
surements sensitive to the mass of the Higgs boson, showed a preference for the Higgs boson
mass to be between 115 and 200 GeV, as shown in Fig. 2.4. This set the stage for the ATLAS
and CMS experiments at the LHC, with a collision energy much higher than the Tevatron, to
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Figure 2.4: Summary of the preferences for the Higgs mass as a result of global fits to precision
electroweak data [28] without direct Higgs searches from LEP and the Tevatron
(left) and with (right). The fits are done before LHC data-taking.
finally observe or exclude the existence of the Higgs boson in the first few years of data-taking.
The ATLAS and CMS experiments independently announced the observation of the Higgs
boson in 2012 [29, 30], using data taken with proton collisions at 7 and 8 TeV. The measured
mass was around 125 GeV, consistent with expectations from global electroweak fits and the
LEP and Tevatron exclusions. The discovery was driven by the bosonic decay modes: H→γγ,
H→ZZ∗, and H→WW ∗. ATLAS and CMS have only recently unearthed evidence for the
fermionic decay modes, driven by the ττ channel, and that is the topic of this thesis.
Two Nobel prizes in physics have been awarded for the theory of electroweak symmetry
breaking [31]. Glashow, Salam, and Weinberg were honored in 1979 for the unified theory
of electroweak symmetry breaking after the observation of neutral current interactions at
Gargamelle. Englert and Higgs were honored in 2013 for the introduction of spontaneous
symmetry breaking after the observation of the Higgs boson at ATLAS and CMS.
2.3 Shortcomings
The Standard Model beautifully describes particles physics across many orders of magnitude
and in both the electroweak and QCD sectors. However, it is not a complete theory of the
universe. There are several aspects of the physical universe for which the SM provides an
unsatisfactory description, or no description at all. These are among the strongest reasons for
continuing to search for physics beyond the SM. The upcoming years of data-taking at the
LHC hope to push the boundaries of our understanding, and to shed light in these uncertain
areas.
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Dark matter, dark energy
Astrophysical experiments in the past decades [32, 33] have indicated that only around
5% of the universe is composed of observable matter, like protons and electrons. The
origin and properties of the remaining 95% are largely unknown. The remainder is
generally put into two groups: dark matter, which seems clumped and localized, and
dark energy, which seems to permeate all space. Neither dark matter nor dark energy
is incorporated into the SM.
Gravity
Gravity is the force which dictates the movement of stars and planets, and keeps humans
from floating into space. It is completely missing from the SM. A particle mediating
gravity, called the graviton, is hypothesized and could probably be accommodated into
the SM, but there is no observation of such a particle yet.
Hierarchy and Unification
Nature has so far displayed two fundamental energy scales: the electroweak scale of
the Standard Model (102 GeV), and the Planck scale where the effect of gravity on
particle interactions cannot be ignored (1018 GeV) [34]. Why are these energy scales are
separated by sixteen orders of magnitude, and what physics exists between them? The
SM offers no motivation for these disparate scales, nor does it offer an elegant unification
of the fundamental forces. Many popular models of physics beyond the SM, such as
supersymmetry, offer more satisfactory descriptions of the high energy regimes [35].
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Chapter 3
The LHC and the ATLAS detector
The Large Hadron Collider (LHC) and ATLAS detector are described. The LHC
is among the largest scientific facilities in the history of humanity. It smashes
more protons, at higher speeds, than any previous physics experiment. The AT-
LAS detector records these collisions and translates detector signals into physics
phenomena. These are the experimental apparatuses which provide data for this
thesis.
3.1 The LHC
The Large Hadron Collider (LHC) [36] is the most powerful particle accelerator ever built. It
was first conceived in the 1980s with the purpose of finding the Higgs boson and discovering
physics beyond our current understanding. It became operational in the early 2010s.
The LHC is a circular hadron collider 27 kilometers in circumference and 100 meters
underground, near Geneva, Switzerland. It straddles the border of Switzerland and France.
It is operated by the European Organization for Nuclear Research (CERN1) and occupies the
underground tunnel originally constructed for the Large Electron Positron collider (LEP) for
use in the 1990s. The construction costs of the LHC are approximately five billion USD.
The LHC collides hadrons at high energies to probe the boundaries of our understanding
of particle physics. These collisions are observed by four major experiments situated along
the LHC ring: ATLAS [37], CMS [38], ALICE [39], and LHCb [40]. ATLAS and CMS are
general purpose particle detector experiments built for discovering physics of and beyond the
1Conseil Européen pour la Recherche Nucléaire
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LHCb
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ALICECMS
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Figure 3.1: Aerial view of Geneva with an overlaid drawing of the LHC and associated exper-
iments [41].
Standard Model. ALICE is designed to observe heavy ion (lead nuclei) collisions and study
the physics of quark-gluon plasma. LHCb specializes in the study of b-hadrons. An aerial
view of the experiments is shown in Fig. 3.1.
3.1.1 Specifications
The LHC is last step of a multi-stage chain of accelerators called the LHC accelerator com-
plex [42], shown in Fig. 3.2. Protons are first retrieved from hydrogen atoms and accelerated
by the Linac 2 linear accelerator to 50 MeV per proton. The protons are then passed succes-
sively to the Proton Synchotron Booster (PSB), Proton Synchotron (PS), and Super Proton
Synchrotron (SPS) where they are accelerated to 1.4 GeV, 25 GeV, and 450 GeV, respectively.
The protons are finally fed into the LHC where they are maximally accelerated to 4 TeV in
2012 operations, yielding a center-of-mass collision energy of 8 TeV. This chain is summarized
9
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CERNfaq
LHC
the guide
Figure 3.2: The LHC accelerator complex. Before reaching the LHC, protons are accelerated
at Linac 2, the Proton Synchrotron Booster (PSB), the Proton Synchrotron (PS),
and the Super Proton Synchrotron (SPS) [43].
in Table 3.1. At full energy, the protons will typically circulate the LHC for many hours at a
time.
Protons travel around the LHC in two oppositely circulated beams. The proton beams are
bent and focused by powerful superconducting electromagnets, which operate cryogenically
at an ultracold temperature of 2 K (-456 F). The proton beams are segmented into groups
of protons called bunches. Each beam contains 2808 bunches, and each bunch contains ap-
proximately 1011 protons. Many protons are included per bunch to maximize the probability
Table 3.1: The accelerators of the LHC accelerator chain and the speed at which they accel-
erate protons in 2012. [43].
proton energy (GeV) speed of light (%) accelerator
0.05 31.4 Linac 2
1.4 91.6 PSB
25 99.93 PS
450 99.9998 SPS
4000 99.999997 LHC
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Figure 3.3: The peak luminosity as measured in different data-taking periods [46]. The peak
Run-I luminosity is 0.8× 1034cm−2s−1.
of a proton-proton collision for a given bunch crossing. A bunch crossing happens every 50
nanoseconds during operations in 2012.
3.1.2 Operations
The LHC is designed to collide protons with a center-of-mass energy
√
s of 14 TeV and an
instantaneous luminosity of 1034cm−2s−1. However, while commissioning in 2008, the machine
broke due to a faulty electrical connection between two superconducting magnets [44]. The
LHC was repaired in 2009 and, to ensure safer operation, began colliding protons below design
energy and instantaneous luminosity in late 2009.
The LHC collided protons for physics studies in 2010-2012 at a reduced energy of 7 TeV
(2010-2011) and 8 TeV (2012). These years of data-taking are referred to as Run-I and
include the discovery of the Higgs boson. The peak instantaneous luminosity achieved was
7.7× 1033cm−2s−1 in 2012 [45], which doubled the peak luminosity of 2011 data-taking.
To increase the number of collisions recorded, many proton collisions are allowed to occur
within a single bunch crossing. This average number of proton collisions per bunch crossing
〈µ〉 is referred to as pileup. The average 〈µ〉 in 2012 is around 20 collisions per crossing and
reaches as large as 35-40. Profiles of the pileup are shown in Figs. 3.3 and 3.4.
The LHC, ATLAS, and CMS are undergoing maintenance and upgrades from early 2013
until early 2015. Data-taking is intended to resume in mid-2015 with an increased
√
s = 13
TeV and a instantaneous luminosity of 1034cm−2s−1. The Run-II data-taking campaign is
intended to last for the next three to four years, until 2017-2018, when another round of
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upgrades are planned to be installed.
These datasets allow the ATLAS and CMS experiments to probe physics of the Standard
Model and beyond unlike any previous experiment in particle physics. Despite operating
below design energy and luminosity, the Run-I dataset accesses electroweak processes at un-
precedented rates, as shown in Fig. 3.5. This rate will increase again in the Run-II data-taking
campaign, thereby offering a new opportunity for discovery.
3.2 The ATLAS detector
The ATLAS2 detector is a general purpose cylindrical detector centered on one of the LHC
collision points. It is 46 meters in length, 25 meters in diameter, and weighs 7000 tons.
Assembly began at CERN in 2003 and was completed in 2008. A schematic rendering is
shown in Fig. 3.6.
ATLAS is built to measure and classify particles arising from proton-proton collisions.
These particles can be as low energy as a few hundred MeV to as high energy as multiple
TeV. To detect such a broad range of phenomena, multiple subdetectors are employed. These
are concentric about the proton-proton interaction point (IP) and are designed to observe
different classes of particles.
The inner detector is closest to the beams and is designed to detect charged particles. The
calorimeters are outside the inner detector and are designed to stop all particles except muons
2A Toroidal LHC Apparatus
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Figure 3.5: Cross sections for pp and pp processes in the center-of-mass energy regime relevant
to the Tevatron and LHC, courtesy of W.J. Stirling [47].
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Figure 3.6: Scale rendering of the ATLAS detector with the various subdetectors high-
lighted [48].
and neutrinos. The muon system is furthest from the beams and is designed to detect muons
as they exit ATLAS.
The inner detector is enclosed by a solenoidal magnet with a field of approximately 2 Tesla.
A large toroidal magnet exists within the muon system which has a field of 2 to 8 Tesla. The
purpose of these magnets is to bend the trajectory of charged particles as they travel through
ATLAS. The momenta of these particles can then be precisely inferred from the measured
trajectory according to the classical Lorentz force law.
ATLAS uses a right-handed coordinate system with its origin at the IP in the center of
the detector, and the z-axis along the beam line. The x-axis points from the IP to the center
of the LHC ring, and the y-axis points upwards. Cylindrical coordinates (r, φ) are used in
the transverse plane, φ being the azimuthal angle around the beam line. The pseudorapidity
η is typically used in place of the polar angle θ and is defined as η = −ln(tan θ2 ) [29].
The ATLAS collaboration was formed in 1992, and as of 2011, it includes over 3000
scientists from 174 institutions and 38 countries. It is one of the largest scientific collaborations
in the world.
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Figure 3.7: Transverse schematic view of a wedge of the ATLAS detector. Charged particles
leave tracks in the tracker, electrons and photons typically stop in the electro-
magnetic calorimeter, hadrons like charged pions typically stop in the hadronic
calorimeter, and muons are tagged by the muon system as they exit. Neutrinos
escape undetected.
3.2.1 Inner detector and tracking
The inner detector (ID), also called the tracker, is designed to precisely measure the trajectory
and momentum of charged particles as they pass through the 2 T magnetic field provided
by the solenoid, such as electrons, muons, and charged pions [37]. The ID is composed of
three independent but complementary subdetectors: the Pixel detector, the Semiconductor
Tracker (SCT), and the Transition Radiation Tracker (TRT). These are shown in Fig. 3.8.
The subdetectors are split into barrel and endcap components, have full 2π coverage in φ,
and have at least coverage in |η| up to 2.0. Information from all three subdetectors is used to
reconstruct tracks and vertices.
3.2.1.1 Subdetectors
The Pixel detector exists closest to the interaction point and employs three layers of silicon
pixels [37]. The pixels have fine granularity and are designed to deliver precise measurement
of tracking parameters close to the IP, which are useful for secondary vertexing. The intrinsic
15
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2 The ATLAS Inner Detector
2.1 Components of the ID
The Inner Detector tracking system [3] was designed to provide e cient and robust track reconstruction
of the products of the LHC collisions. It consists of three subdetectors: Pixel, SCT and TRT. The Pixel
and SCT are silicon-based detectors, built using complementary technologies, pixels and micro-strips,
respectively. The TRT is a drift chamber composed of gas-filled straws. The ID provides full 2⇡ coverage
in the   direction and has coverage up to |⌘|  2.5 for the silicon portion if the detector while the TRT
covers |⌘| < 2.1 (see Sections 2.2 and 2.3 for an explanation of the ATLAS coordinate system).
All three subsystems are divided into a barrel part and two end-caps. The barrel parts consist of
several cylindrical layers of sensors whilst the end-caps are composed of a series of disks or wheels of
sensors. The entire tracking system is embedded in a superconducting solenoid coil which produces
a 2 T axial magnetic field. Schematic views of the ID barrel and end-cap are given in Figures 1 and
2, respectively. A summary of the main characteristics, including resolution, of the three ATLAS ID
subdetectors is presented in Table 1.
Figure 1: A diagram illustrating the sensors and structural elements in the barrel of the ID: the beryllium
beam-pipe, the three cylindrical silicon Pixel layers, the four cylindrical layers of barrel silicon micro-
strip modules (SCT) and 72 straw layers in the barrel transition radiation tracker (TRT) modules within
their support structure.
Subdetector Element size Resolution Hits/track radius of the barrel layers
[µm] in the barrel [mm]
Pixel 50 µm ⇥ 400 µm 10 ⇥ 115 3 50.5, 88.5, 122.5
SCT 80 µm 17 8 299, 371, 443, 514
TRT 4 mm 130 ⇠30 from 554 to 1082
Table 1: Summary of the main characteristics of the three ATLAS ID subdetectors.
2
Figure 3.8: A diagram of the barrel of the Inner Detector: the three layers in the Pixels, the
four layers in the SCT, and the many layers of the TRT [49].
resolution of the pixels in the barrel are 10 µm in rφ and 115 µm in z. The Pixel detector
has 80 ×106 hannels, by far the most of any ATLAS ubdetector, and usually provid s three
measurements per charged particle. The track resolution is 10 µm. The Pixel detector has
coverage up to |η| = 2.5.
The SCT surrounds the Pixel detector and also employs silicon detector elements, using
micro-strips instead of pixels [37]. The strips are arranged in four double layers, with the pairs
arranged at small angles relative to each other, to make a three-dimensional measurement.
The intrinsic resolution of the strips in the barrel are 17 µm in rφ and 580 µm in z. The SCT
has 6.3 ×106 channels and usually provides eight measurements per charged particle. It has
coverage up to |η| = 2.5.
The TRT surrounds the SCT and is the largest of the ID subdetectors [37]. It employs
300,000 straw drift tubes for recording the passage of charged particles. The intrinsic resolu-
tion of the TRT in the barrel is 130 µm in rφ; the drift tubes cannot make a measurement in
z. The TRT has 350,000 channels and usually provides 30 or more measurements per charged
particle. It has coverage up to |η| = 2.0. A comparison of subdetector features is shown in
Table 3.2.
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The TRT additionally provides information for classifying charged particles as electrons or
pions via the detection of transition radiation in the xenon gas mixture in the drift tubes [50].
This radiation is produced when a charged particle crosses the boundary between two media of
different dielectric constants and is proportional to the Lorentz γ of a particle. For an electron
and charged pion of equal momentum, the electron is therefore much more likely to produce
TR than the pion since its mass is 200 times smaller. Transition radiation is observed in the
TRT as hits well above the threshold for tracking, which are referred to as high threshold hits,
as opposed to low threshold.
3.2.1.2 Tracking
Information from these three subdetectors are combined to make tracks, which have a unique
correspondence to charged particles and are meant to describe their trajectory and momentum.
As a charged particle travels through the ID, it leaves hits in each subdetector along its
trajectory, as shown in Fig. 3.9. These are built into tracks with a three-dimensional fit
using Kalman filtering tools which can account for multiple scattering as the charged particle
traverses the media of the ID [49, 51]. The ATLAS tracking algorithms builds tracks for
charged particles as low momentum as a few hundred MeV.
A vertex reconstruction algorithm [53, 51] is used to determine if multiple tracks originate
from a single pp collision. The output of the algorithm is a complete set of vertices per event
and the association of each track to a vertex. Starting with the set of all tracks passing simple
goodness criteria (e.g., requiring a minimum number of hits in the silicon detectors), a vertex
seed is derived from the global maximum of z coordinates, and tracks are associated to that
seed using a χ2 fitting algorithm. Tracks incompatible with the vertex are then used as seeds
for the next iteration of the vertexing algorithm until all tracks are exhausted.
Vertexing is essential for deciding which tracks (and thus physics objects) originate from
the pp collision of interest and which tracks do not. The vertex associated to the collision of
Table 3.2: Features of the subdetectors in the barrel of the Inner Detector: the Pixel detector,
the SCT, and the TRT [49].
Subdetector Channels Element size [µm] Resolution [µm] Layer radii [mm]
Pixels 80×106 50× 400 10× 115 50.5, 88.5, 122.5
SCT 6.3×106 80× 120000 17× 580 299, 371, 443, 514
TRT 350×103 4000 130× ∅ 554 – 1082
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Pixels
SC
T
TRT
Figure 3.9: Event display of a charged particle traveling, from left to right, through three layers
of the Pixels detector, four layers of the SCT, and many layers of the TRT [52].
The particle undergoes a material interaction in the TRT and produces multiple
additional particles.
Figure 3.10: Event display of a Z → µµ event with 25 reconstructed vertices in 2012 data-
taking [54].
interest is called the primary vertex and is conventionally the vertex with the highest track p2T
associated to it. If a track is not consistent with having been produced in the primary vertex,
it is typically ignored as originating from a pileup interaction. This is the best and most
intuitive method of ignoring pileup contributions since the calorimeter cannot extrapolate
particle trajectories back to the beamline with nearly as good precision. A visualization of
the power of tracking for pileup rejection is shown in Fig. 3.10.
A track can then be described by five parameters: the transverse impact parameter relative
18
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Figure 3.11: A diagram of the ATLAS calorimeters [37].
to the primary vertex d0, the longitudinal impact parameter z0, the azimuthal angle φ0, the
polar angle θ, and the ratio of charge to momentum q/p.
3.2.2 Calorimeters and clustering
The ATLAS calorimeters sit outside the inner detector and the solenoid magnet. They are
designed to stop particles like electrons, photons, and pions and to measure their energy. The
calorimeters are grouped into electromagnetic (EM) and hadronic calorimeters, where the
name describes the class of particle they are designed to stop. Both classes of calorimeters are
sampling calorimeters, meaning only a fraction of a particle shower energy is observed, and
the full shower energy must be inferred. Dense absorber material is used to initiate showers,
and interleaved active material is used for detecting the showers.
The calorimeter subdetectors are shown in Fig. 3.11. They are split into barrel and endcap
components, have full 2π coverage in φ, and have coverage in |η| up to 4.9. Information from
all subdetectors is used to reconstruct calorimeter clusters.
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3.2.2.1 Subdetectors
The EM calorimeters are subdivided into barrel and endcap components, which cover |η| < 1.5
and 1.4 < |η| < 3.2. An additional presampler exists for |η| < 1.8 to account for showers
starting before the calorimeter. Lead plates are used as the absorber material with liquid
argon (LAr) as the active material. An accordion-style geometry is employed for uniform
φ coverage without azimuthal cracks. The EM calorimeter is radially subdivided into first,
second, and third layers away from the beamline. The first and second layers are finely
segmented in η for providing detailed descriptions of shower shapes, which are important
for particle identification algorithms. The second layer is also the largest layer and usually
contains most of the energy of an electromagnetic shower. The third layer measures the
leftover energy which is not deposited in the first or second layers.
The hadronic calorimeter is also subdivided into barrel and endcap components. The
barrel tile calorimeter uses steel as the absorber material and scintillating tiles as the active
material, and it covers the range |η| < 1.7. The endcap calorimeter uses copper plates as the
absorber material and LAr as the active material, and it covers the range 1.5 < |η| < 3.2.
The hadronic calorimeters are significantly coarser than the EM calorimeter because electrons
and photons typically do not reach the hadronic calorimeters, hence particle identification
techniques are less valuable.
Finally, the forward calorimeter (FCal) covers the very forward region 3.1 < |η| < 4.9 and
uses LAr as active material. It is typically grouped with the hadronic calorimeters since the
identification of electromagnetic objects stops at the boundary of the inner detector (|η| < 2.5),
hence the FCal is most often used in measuring the energy of hadrons.
3.2.2.2 Clustering
EM objects, such as photons and electrons, tend to produce narrow calorimeter showers which
are dominantly contained in the EM calorimeters. Hadrons, such as charged pions, tend to
produce broader showers and travel through the EM calorimeters and deep into the hadronic
calorimeters before stopping. Hadronic showers can also include significant EM deposits from
neutral pions which decay to two photons before reaching the calorimeters. A comparison
of electron and pion showers is shown in Fig. 3.12. All particles leave a signature of large
deposits in adjacent calorimeter cells.
Calorimeter cells from all subdetectors are combined into higher level objects by a three-
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Figure 3.12: Display of simulated electron (top) and charged pion (bottom) showers, where
both particles are 50 GeV and pass through iron [55].
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Figure 3.13: Event display of a jet in the forward calorimeter with cell energies greater than
4σnoise (left), 2σnoise (center), and with the 4-2-0 topological clustering algo-
rithm [57].
dimensional topological clustering algorithm [56]. The algorithm uses the iterative 4-2-0
scheme: first, cluster seeds are built from any cell with more than 4× larger deposit than
expected from noise. Second, any cell neighboring a seed cell with more than 2× larger
deposit than noise is added to the cluster. Last, any cell neighboring the existing cluster with
more than 0× larger deposit than noise is added.
Another clustering algorithm, called the sliding window algorithm, is used specially for
EM objects. The sliding window algorithm uses a small, rectangular tower window to seed
clusters in the EM calorimeter since EM objects tend to produce predictably narrow showers.
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Figure 3.14: A diagram of the ATLAS muon system (left) [59] and a display of a muon can-
didate passing through three layers of the RPCs and MDTs (right) [54].
3.2.3 Muon spectrometry
The muon system (MS), also called the muon spectrometer, is designed to measure the trajec-
tory and momentum of muons [58], especially at high pT. It is furthest from the interaction
point, and muons with less than a few GeV of momentum are unable to reach the MS before
looping back into the detector due to barrel and endcap toroid magnets, which provide a mag-
netic field between 2 and 8 Tesla. It detects muons in the same style as the Inner Detector
wherein the trajectory of charged particles can be traced through the MS and the momentum
can be inferred from the track curvature.
The MS is comprised of four subdetectors: the Monitored Drift Tubes (MDTs), the Cath-
ode Strip Chambers (CSCs), the Resistive Plate Chambers (RPCs), and the Thin Gap Cham-
bers (TGCs), as shown in Fig. 3.14. The MDTs are used for precision measurements of the
muon trajectory and momentum, and are used for the full range of the MS, |η| < 2.7. The
CSCs are additionally deployed in the forward region |η| > 2.0. In the hardware trigger, where
fast processing is required, the RPCs are used in the barrel and the TGCs are used in the
endcap.
The MS and ID provide independent measurements of muon momenta. These measure-
ments are combined for an overall measurement of muon momentum to exploit the advantages
of each subdetector. The MS measurement dominates the combination at muon pT in the hun-
dreds of GeV and above, as shown in Fig. 3.15.
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Figure 10.36: Expected stand-alone and com-
bined fractional momentum resolution as a
function of pT for single muons with |h | > 1.7.
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Figure 10.37: Efficiency for reconstructing
muons with pT = 100 GeV as a function of |h |.
The results are shown for stand-alone recon-
struction, combined reconstruction and for the
combination of these with the segment tags dis-
cussed in the text.
Figure 10.38: Efficiency for reconstructing
muons as a function of pT . The results are
shown for stand-alone reconstruction, com-
bined reconstruction and for the combination
of these with the segment tags discussed in the
text.
initial muon. The results are shown for stand-alone reconstruction, for combined reconstruction,
and for the overall combination of these with the segment tags discussed above. The efficiency
for stand-alone tracks drops to very low values in the region with h ⇠ 0 because of the large
gap for services, in which there are very few muon stations. The stand-alone efficiency also drops
substantially close to h = 1.2, which corresponds to a region in the barrel/end-cap transition region
where several stations are missing. The efficiency for combining stand-alone muon tracks with the
inner detector is very high in the central region, starts to drop for |h | > 2.0 and decreases rapidly
to 0 for |h | > 2.4. The segment tags contribute only to a limited extent to the overall efficiency for
1.4 < |h | < 2.0 for muons with high pT , but figure 10.38 shows that, as expected, their contribution
is substantial for lower pT values.
– 319 –
Figure 3.15: Muon momentum resolution for |η| < 1.1 (left) and |η| > 1.7 (right) for the
stand-alone MS and the combination of the MS and inner detector [37].
3.3 Particle identification
One of the major tasks in particle physics is the transformation of low-level detector outputs
to high-level physics objects. At ATLAS, this is typically done in two steps referred to
as reconstruction. First, detector outputs like inner detector hits and calorimeter cells are
converted to tracks and clusters, respectively, as discussed previously. Second, combinations
of tracks and clusters are converted into physics objects.
In addition to reconstruction, physics objects often require identification and calibration.
Identification refers to the determination of which particle is responsible for a given detector
signal, e.g., is a deposit in the calorimeter more likely to be from an electron or a charged
pion. Calibration refers to the porting of a measured energy in the detec or t the energy
of a physics object. Calibration accounts for effects like pileup and dead material in the
subdetectors.
These physics object e often meant to exactly represent an individual particle, such as
a muon. Otherwise, the physics objects represent a collection of particles which are naturally
grouped together. For example, a jet represents the group of hadrons produced when a quark
or gluon propagat s t rough ATLAS.
3.3.1 Muons
Muons are among the simplest physics objects to reconstruct since a large fraction of ATLAS
is built specifically for this purpose. They are minimum ionizing particles and do not deposit
significant energy in the calorimeters, hence they are the only particles expected to regularly
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Fig. 10. Dimuon invariant mass distribution of J/ ! µµ (left), ⌥ ! µµ (center) and Z ! µµ (right) candidate events re-
constructed with CB muons. The upper panels show the invariant mass distribution for data and for the signal MC simulation
plus the background estimate. The points show the data, the filled histograms show the simulation with the MC momentum
corrections applied and the dashed histogram shows the simulation when no correction is applied. Background estimates are
added to the signal simulation. The lower panels show the Data/MC ratios. The band represents the e↵ect of the systematic
uncertainties on the MC momentum corrections. In the J/ case the background was fitted in a sideband region as described
in the text. In the ⌥ case a simultaneous fit of the normalization of the three simulated ⌥ ! µµ distributions and of a linear
background was performed. In the Z case, the MC background samples are added to the signal sample according to their
expected cross sections. The sum of background and signal MC is normalized to the data.
the data. For a detailed study, the position hmµµi and the
width  (mµµ) of the mass peaks are extracted in bins of
⌘ and pT from fits of the invariant mass distributions of
the three resonances.
In the J/ case, for each bin, the background is ob-
tained from a fit of two sideband regions outside the J/ 
mass peak (2.55 < mµµ < 2.9 and 3.3 < mµµ < 4.0 GeV)
using a second order polynomial. The background is then
subtracted from the signal mass window. The parameters
hmµµi and  (mµµ) of the background subtracted signal
distribution are obtained with a Gaussian fit in the range
hmµµi±1.5 (mµµ), obtained using an iterative procedure.
Systematic uncertainties associated to the fit are evaluated
by repeating the fit using a third order polynomial as the
background model and by varying the fit range to ±1⇥
and ±2 ⇥  (mµµ).
As shown in Fig. 10, the three ⌥ resonances (1S, 2S,
3S) partially overlap. Moreover in the ⌥ case the mass
window imposed by the trigger limits considerably the size
of the sidebands available for fixing the background level.
Therefore a di↵erent fit strategy is adopted in this case.
For each bin, the whole invariant mass distribution in the
range 8.5 < mµµ < 11.5 GeV is fitted with a linear back-
ground plus three Crystal-Ball functions representing the
three resonances. The ↵ and n parameters that fix the
tail of the Crystal-Ball function are fixed to the values
obtained from a fit of the signal MC mass distribution.
The relative mass shifts of the three signal peaks are fixed
using the PDG masses of the three resonances, while the
widths of the three peaks, divided by the corresponding
PDG masses, are constrained to be equal. The remaining
free parameters in the fit are the mass scale, the width
 (mµµ) of the ⌥ (1S), the relative normalizations of the
⌥ (2S) and ⌥ (3S) distributions with respect to ⌥ (1S) and
two parameters for the linear background. A similar fit
is performed on the MC simulation of the invariant mass
distribution obtained by adding the three signal peaks and
a flat background distribution. The fit systematic uncer-
tainties have been evaluated by chaining the fit range to
8.25 < mµµ < 11.75 and 8.75 < mµµ < 11.0 GeV and by
varying the ↵ and n parameters in the range allowed by
fits to the simulation.
In the Z ! µµ case, for each bin, the true lineshape
predicted by the MC simulation is parametrized with a
Breit-Wigner function. The measured dimuon mass spec-
trum is fitted with a Crystal-Ball function, representing
the experimental resolution e↵ects, convoluted with the
Breit-Wigner parametrization of the true lineshape. The
fit is repeated in di↵erent ranges around the mass peak
(corresponding approximately to one to two standard de-
viations) and the spread of the results is used to evaluate
the systematic uncertainty of the fit.
5.2.2 Mass scale results
Figure 11 shows the Data/MC ratio of the mean mass
hmµµi obtained from the fits to the Z, J/ , ⌥ samples
described above, as a function of the pseudorapidity of
the highest-pT muon for pairs of CB muons. For the un-
corrected MC, the ratio deviates from unity in the large |⌘|
region of the J/ and ⌥ cases by up to 5%. This is mainly
due to imperfections in the simulation of the muon en-
ergy loss that have a larger e↵ect at low pT and in the
forward ⌘ region where the MS measurement has a larger
weight in the MS-ID combination. The corrected MC is in
very good agreement with the data, well within the scale
systematics that are ⇡ 0.035% in the barrel region and
increase with |⌘| to reach ⇠ 0.2% in the region |⌘| > 2 for
the Z ! µµ case.
Figure 3.16: Validation of the muon energy scale corrections in J/Ψ events (left), Υ events
(center), and Z events (right) [60].
reach and interact with the MS.
Muons are reconstructed by matching tracks in the MS to tracks in the ID [60], where
track quality criteria re required in both subdetec ors. This is ≈99% efficient for n inclusive
collection of muons from Z → µµ, and it is limited by lack of coverage of the MS at |η| < 0.1
and 1.1 < η < 1.3. The performance of the muon calibration is shown in Fig. 3.16
Muons are most often used in ATLAS as the decay products of electroweak bosons like
the W and Z. They are also produced in the decays of some hadrons, but muons from these
processes can be rejected by requiring that the muon be isol ted in the detector, both in the
inner detector and in the calorimeters. Since the purity of muon rec nstructi n is already
high, additional muon identificati t chniques are not explor d.
3.3.2 Electrons and photons
Electrons are r constructed by matching sliding window calorimeter clusters to ID tracks [61].
This offers no rejection against other charged particles, however, so identification algorithms
are built which exploit discriminating features of electrons. Relative to backgrounds, electrons
are more likely to leave longitudinally narrow calorimeter deposits in the EM calorimeter,
deposit very little energy in the hadronic calorimeter, and be isolated in the ID and the EM
calorimeter. Electrons a e lso more l kely to have transition radiation in the TRT. These
properties are shown in Fig. 3.17 and allow for huge rejection of backgrounds, as shown in
Fig. 3.18.
Photons have similar detector signatures as electrons since their calorimeter deposits are
also longitudinally narrow and expected to be contained within the EM calorimeter [62].
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Figure 3.17: Display of an electron traversing the ID, leaving hits in the TRT consistent with
transition radiation, and depositing a narrow cluster entirely contained in the
EM calorimeter [54].
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Figure 4: Illustration of the background estimation using the Zmass method in the 20 GeV < ET < 25 GeV,
0.1 < ⌘ < 0.6 bin, at reconstruction+track-quality level (left) and for probes passing the cut-based tight
identification (right). The background template is normalized in the range 120 GeV < mee < 250 GeV.
The tag electron passes cut-based medium and isolation cuts. The signal MC is scaled to match the total
estimated signal in the Z-mass window.
template and the MC Z ! ee prediction. Figure 5 shows the same for the Z ! ee  invariant mass
distribution.
In order to assess systematic uncertainties, the e ciency measurements from the following analysis
variations are considered: The mass window is changed from 15 GeV to 10 and 20 GeV around the Z
mass, the tag requirement is varied by applying a cut on the calorimetric isolation variable Econe0.4T <
5 GeV and, in the Z ! ee case, by loosening the identification requirement to medium. Furthermore, for
ET < 30 GeV, two normalization regions, below and above the Z peak are used. The normalization range
below the peak is 60 GeV < mee < 70 GeV. For ET > 30 GeV, the number of events in the low mass
region is too small for a reliable normalization, so instead two di↵erent background template selections
are considered. All possible combinations of these variations are produced and taken into account as
described in Section 5.2.
7.1.4 Background estimation and systematic variations for the Ziso method
The calorimeter isolation distribution Econe0.3T of the probe electrons is used as a discriminating variable.
The background templates are formed as subsets of all probes used in the denominator of the identifi-
cation e ciency calculation. The electrons for the background template are required to be reconstructed
as electrons with a matching track that passes track quality criteria, however they are required to fail some
of the identification cuts, namely the requirements of wstot and the FHT. A study has been performed on
possible background templates and the bias due to cut inversion and contamination from signal elec-
trons. The least biased templates have been chosen. As illustrated in Fig. 6, the background templates
are normalized to the isolation distribution of the probes using the background dominated upper end of
the isolation distribution.
To assess the systematic uncertainty of the e ciency, the parameters of the measurement procedure
are varied. The threshold for the sideband subtraction is chosen between Econe0.3T > 10 GeV and > 15 GeV.
As in the Zmass case, the mass window is changed from 15 GeV to 10 and 20 GeV around the Z mass,
the tag requirement is varied by applying a cut on the calorimetric isolation variable Econe0.4T < 5 GeV.
In addition, di↵erent identification cuts are inverted to form two alternative templates and an alternative
isolation variable with a larger isolation cone size Econe0.4T is used as discriminant. As in the Zmass case,
all possible combinations of these variations are considered.
For Zmass and Ziso method together, there are in total 90 systematic variations, which are treated as
14
Figure 3.18: Data and predictions of mee before the electron identification algorithm is applied
(left) and after (right) [61].
Identification algorithm are split into two categories: isolated photons which leave no hits in
the ID, and photons which convert into pairs of electrons before reaching the calorimeter.
3.3.3 Hadrons
In tead of attempting to reconstruct individual hadrons, ATLAS reconstructs collimated
sprays of hadrons referred to as jets [63]. Jet momenta range from ≈ 10 GeV to multiple
TeV, and spatially they are the largest physics objects, though they can be as small as a
single pion. Jets are produced copiously at hadron colliders, which can be problematic with
significant pileup.
Jets are reconstructed from calorimeter topological clusters using the anti-kt algorithm [64]
with a distance parameter of R = 0.4. This is an iterative clustering algorithm which groups
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Figure 3.19: Event display of a displaced vertex consistent with the decay of a B-hadron
(left) [68] and efficiency of b-jet identification algorithms measured in simulation
as a function of light jet rejection (right) [69].
topological clusters into jets based on their spatial proximity and momentum. Tracks can be
associated to a jet based on simple spatial matching or the more robust ghost association [65].
A slew of corrections are applied to calibrate the energy and position of jets [63, 65]. These
correct for effects like pileup, dead material, and the non-compensating nature of the calorime-
ters. Jets can additionally be classifed as hard-scatter or pileup jets based on the fraction of
their track momenta consistent with originating from the primary vertex [66].
Jets which arise from the fragmentation of b-quarks, referred to as b-jets, are given special
treatment because the significant lifetime of B-hadrons means these jets can be distinguished
from jets arising from lighter sources like gluons or u-quarks [67]. Multivariate algorithms
are used to look for the signature of a second vertex with some spatial displacement from the
primary vertex. An example of a displaced vertex, and the performance of these algorithms,
are shown in Fig. 3.19.
Jets which arise from the hadronic decay of tau leptons are also treated specially because
their signature in the detector can be distinguished from generic QCD jets. They are char-
acteristically produced with 1 or 3 tracks and are relatively narrow objects in the ID and
calorimeters [1]. They are discussed in greater detail in Section 4.3.
3.3.4 Neutrinos
Neutrinos do not interact with the ATLAS detector and escape undetected. But their presence
can be inferred from momentum imbalance since each pp collision should conserve momentum.
To measure the momentum imbalance, the negative total vector sum of momenta per collision
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Figure 11: The missing transverse momentum resolution in the inclusive Z ! µµ data sample lacking
genuine missing transverse momentum, uncorrected and with the various pile-up corrections applied
(a). The EmissT resolution in the inclusive W! e⌫ MC sample, which features final states with genuine
Emiss,TrueT > 0 is shown in (b), again uncorrected and with the various corrections applied.
Emiss,TrueT > 0 requires MC simulations, as only here is the expectation value for E
miss
T available (e.g.,
Emiss,TrueT = p
⌫
T).
4.5.1 Evaluations of the Emiss
T
scale
For Z events the projection of the EmissT components onto the Z transverse momentum direction p
Z
T, as
given in Eq. (23), is indicative of the features of the EmissT scale as a function of a (stable) hard scale in
the event. This reference is particularly attractive as it is insensitive to pile-up. In addition, the deviation
from a linear EmissT response, which depends on the composition of the final state and therefore on the
inter-calibration between all contributions to EmissT , is very visible in this observable. The e↵ects of pile-
up and the applied corrections in the soft term for the exclusive Z!ee sample without jets with pT > 20
GeV can be seen in Figure 12(a) for data, and in Figure 12(b) for MC simulations. The EmissT response
depends on other hard scales in the event, such as pZT or p
⌫
T. For low reference-pT scales, a non-linear
deviation from signal linearity is expected for EmissT , as by construct this observable su↵ers from the
observation bias introduced by the EmissT resolution. This is discussed further in the following section.
The indications from Figure 12 are that while the application of the STVF-based correction method
mitigates the pile-up contribution, it also removes a larger part of the momentum recoil to the Z boson
in the transverse plane. This leads to a worse EmissT response than the jet-area-based methods, which
deteriorate the EmissT linearity less. The best performing EJA and JAF methods lead to about the same
(accidental) loss of recoil signal. The additional application of the JVF-based filter in JAF, which showed
the best performance of the jet-area method with respect to EmissT resolution for this sample (see Figure
8(b)), does not remove any more signal than EJA. Using EJAF removes slightly more recoil than EJA
and JAF, mainly due to the fact that the larger soft-jet size more likely collects recoil signals and pile-
up signals into the same jet. These jets then have lower overall pT-densities and are more likely to be
removed from Emiss,SoftTermT due to the ⇢
med
evt based selection in Eq. (15). Both data and MC simulations
show very similar behaviours with respect to the uncorrected and the various pile-up corrected projections
for the two Z!ee event selections [2].
For the inclusive Z!ee sample, the EmissT linearity is already partly recovered by the (corrected) hard-
jet response, especially at higher pZT. As can be seen in Figures 12(c) and 12(d), the STVF correction
22
Figure 3.20: Resolution of various EmissT reconstruction algorithms as a function of the number
of reconstructed primary vertices in Z → µµ events in data (left) and W → eν
events in simulation (right) [71].
is calculated, and the transverse projection the sum is interpreted to be the total transverse
momentum of the neutrinos in the event. This is referred to as the missing transverse energy,
EmissT .
The calculation of the total momenta in the event is done in two steps. First, the calibrated
physics objects in the event, like jets and electrons, are collected and their vector sum is
calculated. is is referred to as the hard term of the EmissT calculation. Second, tracks and
calorimeter information unassociated to hard objects are combined and form the soft term
of the EmissT calculation. The vector su of hard and soft terms is the total momentum
imbalance of the event [70].
The soft term calculation is challenging because associating calorimeter information to
a specific vertex is difficult in the presence of pileup. Hence multiple methods exist for
calculating the soft term. A comparison of the EmissT resolution is shown in Fig. 3.20 as
a functi n of the pileup of the event. Of th options available in 2014, the STVF method [71]
has the best resolution. The STVF soft term is first calculated with calorimeter topoclusters,
and the mag itude of the sum is then weighted down by the fraction of unass ciated track
momenta arising from the PV to the total unassociated track momenta of the event. This
heavily suppresses the calorimeter-based soft term, which has a strong dependence on pileup.
3.4 Triggering
One of the most challenging aspects of physics at hadron colliders is that the vast majority of
pp collisions produce low pT QCD dijets, and these events are mostly uninteresting in searches
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for new physics. Additionally, ATLAS does not have the computing resources to reconstruct
and save 20 MHz of pp collisions. A huge reduction of data is necessary immediately after
the collisions occur. This reduction must be careful not to remove events with interesting
signatures.
The scheme of fast reduction is called triggering. Reconstruction and decision-making
in the trigger is referred to as occuring online, whereas the nominal ATLAS reconstruction
occurs offline. The trigger is split into two stages. First, all pp collisions are sent to a hardware
trigger with much coarser granularity than offline. Events passing the hardware trigger are
then sent to software triggers with granularity comparable to offline. The hardware trigger
is called Level 1 (L1), and the software triggers are called the High Level Trigger (HLT).
The HLT step is additional split into two stages, Level 2 (L2) and Event Filter (EF). The
reduction and latency targets are shown in Table 3.3.
3.4.1 L1
The L1 trigger is the fastest and most reductive step of the trigger system. Only information
from the calorimeter and muon subdetectors are available because the inner detector is not
equipped to process events at tens of MHz, and because tracking algorithms are currently
too slow. Performance is sacrificed for speed in the EM calorimeter and muon system: the
granularity of the EM calorimeter is reduced for faster processing, as shown in Fig. 3.21, and
only information from the RPCs and TGCs is read out from the muon system.
A consequence of the reduced granularity of the EM calorimeter is that the sophisticated
offline identification algorithms cannot be used. For example, the only identification tech-
nique available for τhad at L1 is calorimeter isolation. Furthermore, the isolation can only be
evaluated in a square annulus with the reduced granularity and cannot be pL1T -dependent.
In Run-I, much of the L1 bandwidth is allocated to the inclusive single muon and single
electron triggers. These are among the most used triggers in ATLAS physics and perfor-
Table 3.3: Approximate average trigger rates and latencies during 2012 data-taking [37, 59,
72].
system input rate output rate reduction latency
L1 20 MHz 70 kHz 300× 2.5 µs
HLT, L2 70 kHz 5 kHz 15× 75 ms
HLT, EF 5 kHz 700 Hz 7× 1 s
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Tau Trigger at the ATLAS Experiment
The tau trigger is designed to select hadronically decaying taus efficiently while keeping the QCD background rate under control at the same time. This challenging task is motivated by 
the possibility to improve the prospects of new physics discoveries at higher energy scales, as accessible by the LHC. In many searches at higher luminosities for new physics, among 
them the search for a SM Higgs and for signatures of various SUSY models, the signal significance can be increased substantially with the help of tau decay channels.
The ATLAS collaboration has developed tools to identify taus at the trigger level that use the advanced tracking and calorimetry capabilities of the ATLAS detector. This poster 
summarizes the motivation, implementation and expected performance as well as the future prospects of the ATLAS Tau Trigger.
Latency 2.5 µs
The Atlas trigger is designed as a 3-level system:
HLT output rate: 200 Hz
LHC bunch crossing rate: 40 MHZ
Level 1: Hardware, identifies geometrical “Regions of 
Interest” (RoI) for higher level systems
L1 output rate: 
75 kHz
Level2: analyzes data inside the RoI 
indicated by L1 using the full granularity of 
the detector, with use of regional detector 
readout, without noise suppression 
EF latency: O(4 s)
Event Filter: At the Event Filter(EF) level, 
events accepted by L2 are analyzed using 
algorithms based on the offline 
reconstruction. Data is accessed as 
necessary from the whole detector
HLT Level 2: 
Tracks are reconstructed beginning at L2. The 
characteristic narrowness and low track multiplicity of the 
tau jet is used to discriminate against background. The 
plot shows the electromagnetic radius, which is the 
squared EM energy weighted cluster radius, for high pt 
signal (black) and background (red). 
 
high p
T 
t
QCD
L2 latency: O(40 ms)
Level 1 TAU Trigger: 
Hardware trigger using the electromagnetic and hadronic 
calorimetry trigger towers Dh◊Df=0.1◊0.1
At L1, taus are identified based on following features:
● energy in 2◊1 pairs of EM towers 
● energy in 2◊2 Hadronic towers behind EM clusters
● EM energy in isolation region
Current settings apply relatively low threshold at L1 and 
use the identification power and better energy 
determination at HLT. 
Tau Properties
The hadronic decays of taus mainly consist of one or 
three charged pions with a neutrino and possibly neutral 
pions. This leads to the following characteristics: low 
track multiplicity, isolation, and narrowness.  
The plots shows a typical tau decay to three charged 
pions and a neutral pion.
 
Turn on curves:
Trigger efficiency for tau which 
is also reconstructed 
offline for various trigger items 
(produced from Z->tautau 
Monte Carlo Simulation). 
 
Menu Evolution:
Various tau trigger signatures are planned for early running and for higher 
luminosities. The pt threshold applied at EF is reflected in the signature 
name. Different efficiencies with respect to tau leptons identified offline 
(loose, medium and tight) are foreseen for every signature. Loose will be 
used for early running while medium and tight are planned for higher 
luminosities.
Menu Goal Trigger
Single tau Searches at high Pt tau50 1.5
tau+lepton tau12+e10/tau16+mu10               1.8/0.5
tau+MET tau16i+xe30 0.7
tau+(b)jets tau16i+3j23 0.2
Menu Goal Trigger
Single tau Searches at high Pt tau84 3.1
tau+lepton (+jets) tau16i+e15(i)/mu15(i)                       3.2/2.9
tau+MET tau38i+xe40 3.0
tau+tau 2tau29i 5.3
For 10   31 cm  -2 s  -1
Rate 
[Hz]
Z->tt
W-> tu, tt, Z-> tt
tt
For 10   33 cm  -2 s  -1
Rate 
[Hz]
H-> tu, H-> tt, SUSY
SUSY, H-> tu
H-> tt
Motivation
Triggering at hadronically decaying taus will 
substantially increase the significance of new physics 
searches.
SM Higgs boson discovery potential is shown on the 
right. For a Higgs mass between 115 and 125 GeV, the 
significance is highest for the tau decay channel.
 
ATLAS MC
HLT EF: 
Using the L2 tau objects as seeds, the EF tau candidates are 
reconstructed using algorithms derived from the offline reconstruction. 
Two  reconstruction algorithms could be used: calorimeter seeded and 
track seeded.
The EF tau candidates provide a wide range of identification variables, 
refined with respect to L2.
Rejection of jets at HLT is of the order 10 or more , depending on 
the pT range and tightness of selection.
high p
T 
t
QCD
ATLAS MC
Measurement of Tau Trigger efficiency: 
In this section tau trigger efficiency is tau trigger efficiency with respect to offline tau reconstruction; 
this is the tau trigger efficiency that will be measured in early data.  
Fakes: A estimate of tau trigger efficiency can be made by counting tau triggers on fake taus from 
QCD jets that pass offline reconstruction.  The basic premise is that an object that resembled a tau 
sufficiently to pass the offline reconstruction algorithms should resemble a tau sufficiently to pass the 
hadronic tau trigger.
Tag-and-Probe: Z bosons can be used for tau trigger efficiency determination in the medium pT range 
(30 – 60 GeV). Events are selected with single object electron or muon triggers (tag side). The tau 
trigger efficiency is then determined on the other side (probe side) for tau leptons reconstructed and 
identified offline.  This selection method is expected to minimally bias the probability of a single particle 
tau trigger, once the overlap between offline electrons, muons, and taus has been removed.  The 
statistics available for this measurement, after an offline selection is applied to increase the purity, is 
500 events in 100     .    
Top events are used to measure efficiency for tau + MET trigger. In semi-leptonically decaying ttbar 
events, triggered by a 4-jet trigger, the tau and neutrino(missing ET) can be used as probe for the 
trigger efficiency measurement (~ 300 events in 100        ).  
Bootstrap Method (QCD jets): Efficiency for trigger A can 
be measured using events triggered by a lower-pt 
threshold trigger B for which the efficiency is 
known. The efficiency of trigger A is                   . 
The plot on the right shows the efficiency of the 
Tau16i trigger wrt. offline reco Et for real taus with 3 
charged tracks from Z->  decay(dot) and for fakeττ
taus from QCD jets (triangle). 
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Figure 3.21: Schematic view of the calorimeter granularity available at the L1 trigger [73].
mance analyses because of their inclusiveness and because light leptons are characteristic of
electroweak physics.
3.4.2 HLT
The HLT latency is much less restrictive than at L1. By the end of the HLT, tracking and
topological clustering algorithms are run over a full scan and with the nominal granularity of
the detector. Reconstruction, identification, and calibration algorithms closely resemble their
offline counterparts, with adaptations to online made as necessary.
Like L1, much of the HLT bandwidth is allocated to the inclusive single muon and single
electron triggers. The rate and predicted composition of these HLT triggers are shown in
Fig. 3.22. Electrons and muons from W/Z decays are irreducible contributions to the HLT
rate and are among the limiting factors.
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Figure 3.22: Trigger rate and predicted composition of the lowest unprescaled single muon
trigger (left) [59] and single electron trigger (right) [74] in 2012 data-taking.
3.5 Summary
The ATLAS physics program in Run-I of the LHC is a great success of detector operation,
performance, and large-scale data analysis. ATLAS has measured cross-sections of processes
ranging more than ten orders of magnitude, as shown in Fig. 3.23, including multiple produc-
tion modes of the recently discovered Higgs boson. As of early 2015, the ATLAS collaboration
has authored more than 350 peer-reviewed publications [75].
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Chapter 4
Tau leptons
Tau leptons and their signature in the ATLAS detector are described. This draws
from extensive ATLAS documentation on the topic [77, 78, 79], especially the
recent publication summarizing the Run-I performance [1]. These are the featured
particles of this thesis.
4.1 Tau leptons
Tau leptons were discovered in 1975 by Martin Perl and the SLAC-LBL group at the SPEAR
electron-positron collider [80, 81, 82]. They have since been studied in great detail at experi-
ments like Belle [83] and BaBar [84]. The associated tau neutrino was first observed directly
at the DONUT experiment in 2000 [85], though its existence was inferred by measurements
of the width of the Z boson by experiments at the LEP collider in 1990 [86].
Tau leptons are the heaviest of the charged leptons. Their mass of 1.78 GeV is approx-
imately twenty times larger than the muon mass [87], and their short lifetime cτ = 87 µm
implies tau leptons produced in pp collisions at the LHC typically decay within the ATLAS
beam pipe. The ATLAS detector therefore observes only the decay products of the tau lepton,
not the particle itself.
Tau leptons decay leptonically (τ → `ν`ντ , ` = e, µ) in 35% of decays and hadronically
(τ → hadron(s) ντ ) in 65%. Among hadronic decays, 72% involve exactly one charged pion
and 22% exactly three charged pions. The remaining percentage of hadronic decays domi-
nantly involves kaons or five (or more) charged pions. All tau lepton decays involve at least
one neutrino. A pie chart of tau lepton branching fraction is given in Fig. 4.1.
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Figure 4.1: Pie chart of tau lepton decay branching fractions, grouped by hadronic decays
(65%) and leptonic decays (35%).
4.2 Leptonic tau decays, τ`
At ATLAS, light leptons from tau lepton decays (τ → `ν`ντ , ` = e, µ) are largely indistin-
guishable from prompt leptons from W and Z decays. They are typically less energetic due
to the presence of two additional neutrinos in the tau lepton decay (e.g., W → `ν` versus
W → τντ → `ν`ντντ ), but for identification purposes, the only distinguishing features arise
from the displaced tau vertex. This displacement is often quantified by the transverse distance
of closest approach of the light lepton to the primary vertex (d0). But given the short lifetime
of tau leptons, the discrimination power is weak. These properties are shown in Fig. 4.2.
4.3 Hadronic tau decays, τhad
This sections follows the recent ATLAS publication describing τhad performance in Run-I [1].
4.3.1 Reconstruction
τhad reconstruction begins with the collection of jets formed by the anti-kt algorithm with
distance parameterR = 0.4, as discussed in Section 3.3.3, which groups the set of reconstructed
three-dimensional calorimeter topoclusters into jet objects. The topoclusters are calibrated
using a local hadronic calibration (LC) [88]. Jets are required to have pT > 10 GeV and
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Figure 4.2: True pT and reconstructed d0 for muons from simulated W , Z, and tau lepton
decays. Muons from tau lepton decays are shown for Z → ττ , HggF → ττ , and
HVBF → ττ processes.
|η| < 2.5 to qualify as a seed for a τhad candidate. The initial τhad four-momentum is calculated
by summing the TopoClusters within ∆R < 0.2 of the barycenter of the jet seed, where the
τhad mass is assume to be zero.
Tracking and vertexing for τhad occurs in three steps. First, all tracks are collected within
∆R < 0.2 of the jet seed which pass quality criteria described later, but for which no impact
parameter requirements are made. Second, a reconstructed vertex is chosen to estimate from
which pp collision the τhad originates, called the tau vertex (TV). It is defined as the vertex
which maximizes the fraction of track momenta originating from that vertex versus total track
momenta, referred to as the tau vertex fraction:
TVF(vertex) =
∑
pτhad tracks associated to vertexT ∑
pτhad tracksT
(4.1)
This vertex association is called the Tau Jet Vertex Association (TJVA) algorithm, and it
helps ensure robustness against harsh pileup conditions, as shown in Fig. 4.3.
Last, the set of tracks is reduced by making additional impact parameters requirements
with respect to the TV. The full set of track selection criteria are:
• pT > 1 GeV,
• at least two hits in the pixel subdetector,
• at least seven hits in the pixel and SCT subdetectors combined,
• |d0,TV| < 1.0 mm,
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Figure 4.3: Track selection efficiency for τhad candidates with the default vertex selection
(highest Σp2T) versus the dedicated TJVA algorithm, for true 1-track (left) and
3-track (right) τhad, as a function of 〈µ〉 [77].
• |z0,TV sin θ| < 1.5 mm
This set of tracks is used when classifying the τhad candidate track multiplicity. For identifi-
cation purposes, tracks in the isolation region 0.2 < ∆R < 0.4 are also required to pass these
criteria.
A correction to the τhad energy is applied to account for biases, such as effects from pileup,
the underlying event, and clusters falling out of the ∆R = 0.2 cone. This correction is derived
in simulated Z → ττ , W → τν, and Z ′ → ττ events where the true visible τhad energy Etruevis.
is known. It is derived as a function of the pre-calibrated τhad energy E
τhad
LC and η and shown
in Fig. 4.4. Small additional corrections are applied to account for biases from pileup and
poorly instrumented regions of the detector. The resulting τhad energy resolution is shown in
Fig. 4.5.
Data-driven corrections for and uncertainties on the τhad energy calibration are derived
in two ways: the deconvolution method and the in-situ method. The deconvolution method
relies on the τhad having a known composition of charged and neutral hadrons such that the
response can be decomposed into individual sources. For charged hadrons, the response is
estimated from test beam measurements and simulation with varied hadronic shower models.
For electromagnetic showers from neutral pion decays, the response is estimated from Z → ee.
The in-situ method relies on the sensitivity of the visible mττ in Z → τ`τhad events to the
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Figure 4.4: τhad energy response curves measured in simulation, for 1-track (left) and 2,3-track
(right) τhad, as a function of the reconstructed energy [1].
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Figure 4.5: τhad energy resolution measured, for 1-track (left) and 2,3-track (right) τhad, as a
function of the true visible energy [1].
τhad energy. Relative to τhad, the lepton energy is precisely calibrated and validated in data
with Z → `` events. These events are selected in data by requiring exactly one isolated muon,
exactly one identified τhad, and some additional kinematic cuts to suppress non-Z → τ`τhad
events. The τhad energy is then allowed to float like (1 + α)ET, and the effect is propagated
to the visible mττ spectrum. The data is then adjusted by the parameter α to match the
simulated prediction, which has already been corrected to Etruevis. . The measured α, called the
TES shift, is:
α1-track = 0.8%± 1.3% (stat.)± 0.6% (syst.)
α3-track = 1.1%± 1.4% (stat.)± 0.7% (syst.)
(4.2)
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4.3.2 Identification
The overwhelming majority of particles observed at ATLAS are hadrons. Distinguishing QCD
jets from τhad is therefore hugely important for physics with tau leptons. The properties with
discriminating power can be broadly grouped into three categories:
Track multiplicity:
τhad tend to have 1 or 3 reconstructed tracks, where no such specificity is expected for
jets.
Narrowness:
τhad tend to be more narrow in the tracker and calorimeter since tau leptons from elec-
troweak decays are boosted, and τhad do no undergo the same broadening fragmentation
as quarks and gluons from QCD processes.
Displaced vertex:
Tracks from τhad tend to be more displaced from the primary vertex than tracks in jets
due to the finite tau lepton lifetime.
The track multiplicity and narrowness features are shown qualitatively in Fig. 4.6.
For track multiplicity, reconstructed τhad are required to have exactly 1 or 3 associated
tracks. This is effective at rejecting QCD jets which have a broader track multiplicity spec-
trum. This requirement has signficant efficiency loss (20-40%) due to photon conversions from
neutral pion decays and pileup, among other effects. The track multiplicity spectrum for τhad
and jets is shown in Fig. 4.7 in a Z → τµτhad-rich selection of data.
For narrowness and vertex displacement, discriminating variables are formed using tracking
and calorimeter information and combined in multi-variate identification algorithms. These
algorithms are typically referred to as τhad identification or jet discriminators. A complete
description of the variables used is given in Table 4.1 and Appendix B.
An additional identification algorithm is used to decompose the tau lepton decay into
charged and neutral pions. The algorithm is sequential: first, it uses global τhad features
measured in the tracker and calorimeter to reconstruct the number of neutral pions associated
to the τhad. Second, it creates neutral pion candidates from the most π
0-like clusters associated
to the τhad. These candidates, along with the charged pions measured as associated tracks,
make up the decomposed τhad and feed into the jet discriminant. This reconstruction is
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Figure 4.6: Event display of a tt → (bµνµ)(bτhadντ ) candidate during 2011 data-taking [54].
The τhad candidate has 3 tracks, the b-jet candidates each have more than 10
tracks, and the muon is in red. The estimated purity of the selection is greater
than 75%.
substantially more difficult than for charged pions which enjoy precision measurements in the
tracker with marginal contamination from pileup, the underlying event, and other processes.
Central energy fraction (fcent):
Fraction of transverse energy deposited in the region ∆R < 0.1 out of all energy de-
posited in the region ∆R < 0.2 around the τhad candidate calculated by summing the
energy deposited in all cells belonging to TopoClusters with a barycenter in this region,
calibrated at the EM energy scale. Biases due to pile-up contributions are removed using
a correction based on the number of reconstructed primary vertices in the event.
Leading track momentum fraction (ftrack):
The transverse momentum of the highest-pT charged particle in the core region of the
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Figure 4.7: Fit of the predicted τhad track multiplicity to data in a Z → τµτhad event selection
before applying tau identification algorithms [1]. The τhad candidates have much
lower track multiplicity relative to the large jet background.
τhad candidate, divided by the transverse energy sum, calibrated at the EM energy
scale, deposited in all cells belonging to TopoClusters in the core region. A correction
depending on the number of reconstructed primary vertices in the event is applied to
this fraction, making the resulting variable pile-up independent.
Track radius (Rtrack):
pT-weighted distance of the associated tracks to the τhad direction, using all tracks in
the core and isolation regions.
Leading track IP significance (Slead track):
Transverse impact parameter of the highest-pT track in the core region, divided by its
estimated uncertainty.
Number of tracks in the isolation region (N isotrack):
Number of tracks associated to the τhad in the region 0.2 < ∆R < 0.4.
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Maximum ∆R (∆Rmax):
The maximum ∆R between a track associated to the τhad candidate and the τhad direc-
tion. Only tracks in the core region are considered.
Transverse flight path significance (SflightT ):
The decay length of the secondary vertex (vertex reconstructed with the tracks asso-
ciated to the core region of the τhad candidate) in the transverse plane, divided by its
estimated uncertainty. It is defined only for multi-track τhad candidates.
Track mass (mtracks):
Invariant mass of the four-vector sum of the charged particle momenta in the core and
isolation regions.
Track-plus-π0-system mass (mπ0+track):
Invariant mass of the system composed of the tracks and π0 mesons in the core region.
Number of π0 mesons reconstructed in the core region (Nπ0).
Ratio of track-plus-π0-system pT to total τhad pT (p
π0+track
T /pT):
Ratio of estimated pT using track + π
0 information to the calorimeter-only measurement.
Table 4.1: Discriminating variables used in the τhad identification algorithms [1].
Variable Offline Trigger
1-track 3-track 1-track 3-track
fcent • • • •
ftrack • • • •
Rtrack • • • •
Slead track • •
N isotrack • •
∆Rmax • •
SflightT • •
mtracks • •
mπ0+track • •
Nπ0 • •
pπ
0+track
T /pT • •
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Figure 4.11: Correction factors for simulation for the τhad jet discriminant efficiency for 1-track
(left) and 3-track (right) τhad [1].
The performance of the jet discrimination algorithms is measured in data and simulation
in a Z → τ`τhad selection. A tag-and-probe method is used, where the muon from a tau lepton
decay is tagged and a τhad is probed which satisfies topological selections consistent with the
Z → τ`τhad process.
To measure the efficiency, templates are built for signal τhad and background processes of
the track multiplicity and fit to data. Correction factors are derived to correct potential mis-
modeling in the simulation and shown in Fig. 4.11. No significant mis-modeling is observed.
4.3.3 Leptons mis-identified as τhad
4.3.3.1 Electrons
The characteristic 1-track signature of τhad can be mimicked by electrons, even those which fail
dedicated electron identification algorithms. This is problematic for τeτhad analyses because
Z → ee (e→ τhad) peaks in mττ near the H → τeτhad mass peak and because high-mass
Z/γ∗ → ee (e→τhad) can have long tails in mττ .
Despite their similarities, many properties can be used to discriminate electrons from τhad.
Electrons tend to produce more transition radiation than τhad, have narrower deposits in
the calorimeter, and have shallower deposits in the calorimeter, with rarely any depositions
in the hadronic calorimeter. These properties are combined in a multi-variate identification
algorithm trained in five regions of η(τhad) to discriminate electrons from simulated Z/γ
∗ → ee
against τhad from simulated Z/γ
∗ → ττ . The algorithms are collectively referred to as the
electron discriminator or veto.
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TRT high threshold fraction (fTRT,HT):
The ratio of high-threshold to low-threshold hits (including outlier hits) in the TRT for
the leading track.
Pre-sampler and strip fraction (fPS):
The fraction of cluster energy deposited in the pre-sampler and strips of the EM calorime-
ter.
Track-cluster |∆η|:
The |∆η| between the cluster and the leading track.
Track-cluster |∆φ|:
The |∆φ| between the cluster and the leading track.
Hadronic leakage (fHad.,0track ):
The ratio of energy deposited in the zeroth compartment of the hadronic calorimeter to
the lead track momentum.
EM fraction (fEM):
The fraction of energy deposited in the EM calorimeter.
Strip maxima (EstripT,max):
The maximal energy deposited in a 101×3 (η, φ) window of the strips.
The performance of the electron discriminators is evaluated in data and simulation using a
Z → ee tag-and-probe technique, where one identified electron is tagged and a τhad candidate
is probed where the mass of the electron-τhad pair is consistent with the Z mass. This
measurement can be challenging because few e→τhad survive the electron discriminator. The
characteristic peak in mvis.ττ is shown in Fig. 4.13 before and after application of the algorithms.
In the 2012 version of the electron discriminator, a mis-modeling in simulation is found in
the forward region regarding the energy deposited in the third layer of the EM calorimeter,
which propagates to the discriminator via fEM. The mis-modeling is ameliorated in the 2013
version by redefining fEM to depend less strongly on the third layer deposition, and the
modeling is improved, as shown in Fig. 4.14.
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Table 4.2: Discriminating variables used in the τhad electron veto [1, 78, 77]. Some variables
are also used in the jet discrimination algorithms.
|η(τhad)|
variable 0.0− 0.8 0.8− 1.37 1.37− 1.52 1.52− 2.0 > 2.0
fTRT,HT • • • •
fPS • • • • •
ftrack • • • • •
|∆φ| • • • • •
|∆η| • • • • •
fHad.,0track • • • • •
fEM • • • • •
EstripT,max/pT • •
fiso • • •
fcent • •
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4.3.3.2 Muons
The characteristic 1-track signature of τhad can also be mimicked by muons. This is more
rare than e→ τhad mis-identification since muons are minimum ionizing particles and do not
often deposit sufficient energy in the calorimeters to seed a τhad candidate. But Z → µµ
(µ→τhad) can nonetheless be a problem for τµτhad final states for the same reasons as Z → ee
is problematic for τeτhad final states.
Studies of Z → µµ simulation indicate most (60%) µ→τhad have a cluster in the calorime-
ter from photon FSR. The remaining are assumed to undergo sufficient energy loss in the
hadronic calorimeter to create a cluster. Only 2% of µ→τhad are not reconstructed as a muon
candidate. Most of these µ→τhad occur in a region of η which is poorly covered by the muon
system, and some occur because they are too low pT for the muon reconstruction algorithms.
These properties are shown in Fig. 4.15 and Fig. 4.16.
In physics analysis, µ→τhad are typically rejected by requiring a τhad candidate not overlap
with an identified muon and that it pass an additional, dedicated muon veto. These rejection
criteria are re-optimized in 2014 for better µ→ τhad suppression and simultaneously better
true τhad efficiency. The updated rejection removes the dedicated muon veto, which costs
≈ 5% efficiency for true τhad, and tightens the overlap criteria such that τhad candidates are
rejected if they overlap with any reconstructed muon above 2 GeV. The improved rejection
of this criteria is shown in Fig. 4.17.
Table 4.3: A breakdown of how µ→τhad occur, both in the case of all µ→τhad and only those
which fail the muon reconstruction.
cluster from:
type of µ→τhad FSR γ detector (e.g., brem.) pT < 5 GeV |η| < 0.1
all 59% 41% 2% 4%
not reconstructed as µ 60% 40% 20% 60%
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Chapter 5
H → τ`τhad strategy
The strategy of the H → τ`τhad analysis is described. This draws from documen-
tation detailing its evolution in recent years [89, 90], especially the recent ATLAS
H → ττ publication [2].
5.1 Introduction
The search for the Higgs boson has been the major focus of accelerator physics for decades.
Though explored in great detail at experiments at LEP [26] and the Tevatron [27], its existence
has only recently proven by the ATLAS and CMS experiments at the LHC.
5.1.1 ATLAS Higgs program
The ATLAS Higgs program initially focused on five decay modes expected to have sensitivity
to Standard Model Higgs production in the first years of LHC data-taking: H→γγ, H→ZZ∗,
H→WW ∗, H → ττ , and H→bb. The H→γγ and H→ZZ∗ analyses are appealing for their
distinctive signatures, and the H→WW ∗, H → ττ , and H→ bb analyses are appealing for
their relatively high rates. The predicted Higgs branching fractions for selected decay modes
are given in Table 5.1.
Table 5.1: Predicted branching fractions for the Higgs boson of mass 125 GeV [91].
fermions bosons
Decay mode bb ττ µµ WW ∗ ZZ∗ γγ Zγ
Branching fraction 58% 6.3% 0.022% 22% 2.6% 0.23% 0.15%
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Figure 5.1: Discovery plots for the H→γγ (left) [92], H→ZZ∗ (center) [93], and H→WW ∗
(right) [94] analyses.
5.1.1.1 H→bosons
The Higgs discovery in 2012-2013 is driven by the bosonic decays. The H→γγ and H→ZZ∗
analyses enjoy excellent mass resolution for reconstructing mH and resonant backgrounds.
They measure the Higgs mass to less than one percent uncertainty. The H→WW ∗ analysis
utilizes a distinctive final state (two leptons with low ∆φ) and a relatively high branching
fraction. Higgs discovery plots for these analyses can be seen in Fig. 5.1.
Pairs of gauge bosons like γ,W,Z are produced infrequently at the LHC, hence all three
bosonic analyses best measure the ggF Higgs production mechanism since it is has the highest
cross section. Their best discriminating variable is typically the reconstructed Higgs mass
because there are no significant resonant backgrounds. This can be fully reconstructed in
the H → γγ and H → ZZ∗ analyses because there are no neutrinos in the decays. In the
H →WW ∗, the Higgs mass can be partially reconstructed by incorporating the EmissT in a
transverse mass mT .
5.1.1.2 H→ fermions
With the full Run-I dataset and evolving analysis techniques, the searches for fermionic decays
of the Higgs boson become competitive in sensitivity with analyses of the bosonic decays.
Among these searches, the H → ττ and H → bb analyses are the most powerful with the
Run-I dataset. The H → ττ analysis is described here, especially in the τ`τhad final state.
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Figure 5.2: Pie chart of di-tau lepton decay branching fractions.
The H→bb analysis is described in detail elsewhere [95].
5.1.2 H → ττ
The H → ττ analysis is naturally broken into three final states (or “channels”) given the
combinatorics of tau lepton decays: τ`τhad, τhadτhad, and τ`τ`. Their branching fractions are
shown in Fig. 5.2. The experimental methods of each final state are conceptually similar
though not identical. This thesis describes the H → τ`τhad in detail since it was the focus of
the author, and the H → τhadτhad and H → τ`τ` are only briefly summarized.
Unlike the H→bosons analyses, the H → ττ suffers from a large background of Z → ττ .
This background cannot be easily disentangled from H → ττ because multiple neutrinos exist
in the decays of the tau leptons and mττ cannot be fully reconstructed. The cross-section for
QCD production for Z → ττ is also 103 times larger than ggF H → ττ production [2], which
is the largest production mode.
The cross-section for EW production of Z → ττ , however, is only 4 times larger than VBF
H → ττ production [2], which is the second largest production mode and can be tagged via the
associated VBF jets. This makes the H → ττ analysis a natural candidate for categorization,
where Higgs production modes are targeted with much smaller cross sections than the inclusive
production but with better experimental sensitivity.
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5.2 Triggers
The lowest unprescaled single lepton triggers, as described in Section 3.4, are used for the
H → τ`τhad data sample. These correspond to offline lepton pT thresholds of 26 GeV in the
8 TeV dataset. `+τhad triggers are considered to recover data events with leptons below the
single lepton trigger thresholds, but they are ultimately not used due to lack of sensitivity
and additional complications. The triggers used are shown in Table 5.2.
5.3 Physics objects
5.3.1 Electrons, muons, and τhad
Electrons, muons, and τhad are selected according to the reconstruction, identification, and
calibration algorithms described in Sections 3.3 and 4.3. The selection criteria used are sum-
marized in Table 5.3.
Electrons are required to have pT > 26 GeV and pass the tightPP identification algorithm
and be isolated both in the tracker and the calorimeter. Less than 6% of the magnitude of
the electron energy is required to exist in an isolation cone of 0.4 in the tracker and 0.2 in
the calorimeter. The recent electron likelihood identification algorithm [61] is explored, and
Table 5.2: Triggers used in the 8 TeV H → τ`τhad analysis.
channel L1 HLT
H → τeτhad EM18VH e24vhi medium1
H → τµτhad MU20 mu24i tight
Table 5.3: Lepton and τhad criteria used in the 8 TeV H → τ`τhad analysis.
object criteria
Electrons
pT > 26 GeV, |η| < 2.47 (excl. crack)
tightPP, f trackisol. < 0.06, f
calo.
isol. < 0.06
Muons
pT > 26 GeV, |η| < 2.5
isCombined, f trackisol. < 0.06, f
calo.
isol. < 0.06
τhad
pT > 20 GeV, |η| < 2.47, |ηlead track| < 2.47
JetBDTSigMedium, no overlap with reco. muon or loosePP electron
EleBDTMedium in τeτhad channel
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though improvement is observed, time constraints prevent its use in this analysis.
Muons are required to have pT > 26 GeV and to satisfy the isCombined reconstruction
algorithm and be isolated both in the tracker and the calorimeter. Less than 6% of the
magnitude of the muon energy is required to exist in an isolation cone of 0.4 in the tracker
and 0.2 in the calorimeter.
τhad are required to have pT > 20 GeV and to pass the JetBDTSigMedium jet discriminator.
As discussed in Section 4.3, this identification algorithm includes isolation criteria. τhad are
also required to not overlap with any reconstructed muon candidates or loosePP electron
candidates, as discussed in Section 4.3.3. In the τeτhad final state, τhad are additionally
required to pass the EleBDTMedium electron discriminator.
For the purpose of vetoing events with additional light leptons, pT and identification crite-
ria for electrons (muons) are relaxed to 15 GeV (10 GeV) and loosePP (loose), respectively.
5.3.2 Jets and EmissT
Jets, b-jets, and EmissT are selected according to the reconstruction, identification, and cali-
bration algorithms described in Section 3.3. The selection criteria used are summarized in
Table 5.4.
Jets are required to have pT > 30 GeV and pass a requirement of JVF > 0.5 if they are
within the tracking volume η(jet) < 2.4. Jets are disambiguated from other physics objects
by removing the jet if it overlaps with any electron, muon, or τhad passing identification
requirements previously discussed. Jets are classified as b-jets if they are within the tracking
volume and pass the 70% working point of the MV1 b-tagging algorithm.
EmissT is calculated with hard objects as selected by the analysis thresholds and with a soft
Table 5.4: Jet, b-jet, and EmissT criteria used in the 8 TeV H → τ`τhad analysis.
object criteria
Jets
pT > 30 GeV, |η| < 4.5
JVF > 0.5 if |η| < 2.4
b-jets
pT > 30 GeV, |η| < 2.4
70% MV1 b-tag working point
EmissT
hard term consistent with object selection (ignoring photons)
STVF soft term
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term from the STVF method, as described in Section 3.3.4. No explicit cuts on the EmissT
are made at any stage of the τ`τhad analysis because the E
miss
T spectra for H → ττ does not
strongly discriminate the dominant backgrounds, Z → ττ and W (→ `ν`)+jets, which have
neutrinos in the final state. A track-based soft term is explored, and though improvement is
observed, time constraints prevent its use in this analysis.
5.4 Categorization
Event selection is done in two stages: pre-selection and categorization. The first step, pre-
selection, is meant to be a simple and pared down event selection on top of which further
selections are built. The second step, categorization, adds additional selection to the pre-
selection for defining signal regions. A cartoon of the pre-selection and categorizations are
shown in Fig. 5.3.
5.4.1 Pre-selection
Pre-selection of the τ`τhad analysis requires exactly one light lepton, exactly one τhad, exactly
zero b-tagged jets, and that the lepton and τhad have opposite charges. A requirement of
mT(`, E
miss
T ) < 70 GeV is applied, which reconstructs a transverse W mass and is ≈ 95%
efficient for H → ττ . The pre-selection is summarized in Table 5.5.
This simple selection is shared among all signal regions. Individual pieces of the selection
can be reversed to define control regions in data rich in j→τhad. For example, the mT(`, EmissT )
requirement is reversed to defined a W (→ `ν`)+jets control region.
Event kinematics for data and prediction at the pre-selection stage are shown in Figs. 5.4
and 5.5. These predictions are discussed in more detail in Chapter 6. Since the selection is
very inclusive, many hundreds of thousands of events pass the pre-selection, especially Z → ττ
and j→τhad.
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Figure 5.3: Cartoon depiction of the relevant categories in the H → τ`τhad analysis: pre-
selection, boosted, and VBF.
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Figure 5.4: Kinematic distributions in the pre-selection category of the 8 TeV H → τ`τhad
analysis with the requirement on mT(`, E
miss
T ) removed.
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Figure 5.5: Kinematic distributions in the pre-selection category of the 8 TeV H → τ`τhad
analysis with the requirement on mT(`, E
miss
T ) removed.
5.4.2 VBF category
Due to the large background from QCD Z → ττ and W (→ `ν`)+jets production, the most
sensitive search for H → ττ is via the VBF production mechanism [96]. The signature of this
production mechanism is the existence of two jets with large separation in rapidity, and this
signature guides the selection criteria of the VBF category.
In addition to the pre-selection criteria, two additional jets are required for the VBF
category which satisfy ∆η(jj) > 3. The leading and sub-leading jets are assumed to be the
VBF jets, and they are required to satisfy the criteria described in Table 5.4. The threshold
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on the lead jet is raised to 50 GeV. The visible mass mvis.ττ is also required to be above 40 GeV
because discrepancies are observed between data and prediction at very low mass. The VBF
category selection is summarized in Table 5.5, and similar selection criteria are used to define
the VBF H → τhadτhad and H → τ`τ` categories.
5.4.3 Boosted category
The second category considered is the boosted category. This category selects events by the
transverse boost of the Higgs candidate, where the Higgs candidate is defined as the vector
sum of the lepton, τhad, and E
miss
T . It is required to have a boost greater than 100 GeV,
and similar selection criteria are used to define the boosted H → τhadτhad and H → τ`τ`
categories.
This selection emphasizes the ggF Higgs production mechanism with a high pT ISR jet.
The sensitivity of the ggF analysis improves with higher pT(H) because the mττ mass recon-
struction techniques have better resolution at smaller ∆φ(ττ). These techniques are discussed
in detail in Section 5.5.
Detailed descriptions of analysis techniques in the boosted category are omitted in this
thesis. The focus of the author was on the VBF category, which is more sensitive in searching
for H → ττ .
Table 5.5: Pre-selection and categorization criteria in the H → τ`τhad analysis.
object criteria
Pre-selection
exactly one lepton and one τhad with opposite charge
no b-tagged jets
mT(`, E
miss
T ) < 70 GeV
VBF category
Pre-selection criteria
At least two jets, with pT(lead jet) > 50 GeV
∆η(jj) > 3
mvis.ττ > 40 GeV
Boosted category
Pre-selection criteria
pHT > 100 GeV
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5.5 ττ mass reconstruction
Because there are three neutrinos in the final state of a τ`τhad decay, the Higgs four-momentum
cannot be fully reconstructed as in the H→γγ or H→ZZ∗ analyses. Many options exist for
reconstructing mττ , as shown in Table 5.6.
Visible mass, mvis.ττ :
Mass of the visible decay products (lepton and τhad). This is the simplest mass recon-
struction and is robust against poor EmissT resolution. However, it ignores all information
about the EmissT .
Total transverse mass, mtotalT :
Transverse mass of the lepton, τhad, and E
miss
T . This is another simple mass reconstruc-
tion, and it incorporates the EmissT . However, no prior knowledge of tau lepton decays
is utilized.
Collinear mass, mcol.ττ :
Mass of the ττ system assuming the neutrinos are exactly collinear with the visible
decay products. This is the first attempt at fully reconstructing a ττ resonance.
Missing mass calculator, mMMCττ :
Mass of the ττ system assuming the neutrinos are approximately collinear with the
visible decay products. This is discussed in more detail in Section 5.5.1.
5.5.1 mMMCττ algorithm
The Missing Mass Calculator mMMCττ is used to fully reconstructmττ [98]. This requires solving
an underconstrained system of equations for seven unknowns in the τ`τhad final state: x-, y-,
and z-components of the momentum carried by the neutrinos for each of the tau leptons in the
event, and the invariant mass of the νν system from the leptonic tau decay. The calculation
uses the constraints from the measured x- and y-components of the EmissT , and the visible
Table 5.6: mττ reconstruction techniques used in ATLAS publications.
mττ m
vis.
ττ m
total
T m
col.
ττ m
MMC
ττ
process(es) Z → ττ Z ′ → ττ H→WW ∗ vs. Z → ττ H → ττ vs. Z → ττ
publication [1] [97] [94] [2]
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ντ
τh
νℓντ
ℓ
ETmiss
Δφh
Δφℓ
ττ
)
)
Figure 5.6: Cartoon of the mMMCττ reconstruction algorithm. Black, filled lines indicate items
measured directly (`, τhad). Red, dotted lines indicate items which cannot be mea-
sured (neutrinos). The black, dashed line indicates the EmissT , which is measured
indirectly. Blue indicates items which the mMMCττ scans to find an optimal solution
(∆φ, EmissT ).
masses of both tau lepton decays. A scan is performed over the two components of the EmissT
vector and the yet undetermined variables. Each scan point is weighted by its probability
according to the EmissT resolution and the tau decay topologies. The estimator for the mττ is
defined as the most probable value of the scan points. A cartoon visualization of the technique
is shown in Fig. 5.6.
The multi-dimensional scan requires probability density functions (PDFs) for each dimen-
sion, and the final probability is a product of each PDF evaluated at a given scan point. Scans
of the x- and y-components of the EmissT use Gaussian PDFs where the mean is the measured
Emissx and E
miss
y , respectively, and the standard deviation is the resolution inferred from the
measured ΣET of the event. The PDFs of the tau decay topologies are derived from simulated
Z → ττ events and shown in Fig. 5.7 for a given pT range.
A similar technique, named SVFit, is used in the CMS H → ττ analysis [100].
5.5.2 Performance
The reconstructed mMMCττ is shown in the τ`τhad boosted and VBF categories in Fig. 5.8.
Good separation is observed for Z → ττ and H → ττ . For both processes, the efficiency for
the MMC algorithm to converge is 99%.
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Figure 5.7: Input assumptions of the angle between the visible and invisible tau lepton decay
products, for leptonic decays (left), 1-track hadronic decays (center), and 3-track
hadronic decays (right) [99].
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Figure 5.8: Predicted distributions of mττ for Z → ττ and H → ττ for the MMC reconstruc-
tion algorithm in the boosted category (left) and VBF category (right).
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Figure 5.9: Efficiency for H → τ`τhad versus the efficiency for Z → τ`τhad for various mττ
reconstruction algorithms in the boosted category (left) and VBF category (right).
To compare the performance of the various mττ reconstruction techniques, the efficiency
for a requirement mττ > X is calculated across the mass range for H → ττ (signal) and
Z → ττ (background). An ideal mττ algorithm would have ε(H → ττ) near 1 and ε(Z → ττ)
near 0 for mττ > 100, 110, 120 GeV. The efficiencies are shown in Fig. 5.9 in the boosted and
VBF categories. The distributions of the various mττ algorithms are shown in Appendix C.
Of the mττ algorithms considered, the MMC has the best performance in this metric. The
EmissT reconstruction performance is among the limiting factors of the MMC algorithm.
5.6 MVA discrimination
The Higgs discovery program is driven by final states where the reconstructed Higgs mass is
the most powerful variable for discriminating signal from background. This is especially true
of the H→ γγ and H→ZZ∗ analyses, where mH can be fully reconstructed and no nearby
resonant backgrounds exist.
The landscape is not as easy for H → ττ . The resonant and irreducible Z → ττ process is
nearby in mass, and the resolution of the mττ is similar to the difference between the masses
due to the presence of neutrinos in the tau lepton decays. Additionally, the distinctive VBF
signature provides potentially greater discriminating power than mττ .
For these reasons, a multi-variate (MVA) analysis is chosen where event-level observables
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like mMMCττ and mjj are input to a boosted decision tree (BDT) discriminator [101, 102]. The
BDT attempts to classify a given event as signal-like or background-like with a continuous
output score judged on the multi-dimensional evaluation of input variables. A score of 1 is
most signal-like, and a score of -1 is most background-like.
5.6.1 Inputs
Inputs to the VBF BDT discriminator can be broadly grouped into two classes: H → ττ
kinematics and VBF kinematics. H → ττ kinematics provide discrimination against non-
H → ττ decays: for example, the mMMCττ discriminates against all backgrounds, and the
transverse W -mass mT(`, E
miss
T ) discriminates against W (→ `ν`)+jets events. VBF kinematics
provide discrimination against non-VBF produced processes: for example, dijets produced in
VBF tend to have larger mjj than QCD Z → ττ produced in association with two jets. One
of the appealing features of the BDT, however, is that correlations between these groups of
variables are exploited in the classification. This is discussed in more detail in Section 5.6.2.
An interesting sub-set of inputs are centrality variables. These are transformations of
discrete properties to continuous observables. The first, EmissT φ-centrality, quantifies whether
the EmissT is between the lepton and τhad in the transverse plane. In ττ systems, the E
miss
T
typically points between the lepton and τhad, whereas non-ττ systems have no such constraint.
The EmissT φ-centrality is accordingly maximized when the E
miss
T points directly between the
lepton and τhad and miminized when it points opposite.
The second centrality varible, lepton η-centrality, quantifies whether the lepton is between
the VBF jets in η. In VBF systems, the Higgs decay products typically point between the
VBF jets in η, whereas non-VBF systems have no such constraint. Visualization of the allowed
values of the centralities are shown in Fig. 5.10.
The choice of variables is optimized to give good separation while keeping the number of
inputs small and manageable. The set of inputs used in the H → τ`τhad categories is shown
in Table 5.7. Distributions of input variables and other kinematics are shown in Figs. 5.11
and 5.12 for the boosted category and Figs. 5.13 and 5.14 for the VBF category. Signal and
background predictions are discussed in greater detail in Chapter 6.
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Figure 5.10: Cartoons of lepton η-centrality (left) and EmissT φ-centrality (right), courtesy of
Tae Min Hong.
Table 5.7: Input variables to the H → τ`τhad BDT discriminators in the boosted and VBF
categories.
Variable VBF boosted Description
mMMCττ • • ditau mass
∆R(lepton, τhad) • • spatial separation of lepton, τhad
EmissT φ−centrality • • φ-centrality of EmissT between lepton, τhad
mT(`, E
miss
T ) • • transverse W mass
∆η(jj) • η-separation of VBF jets
mjj • mass of VBF jets
ηj1 × ηj2 • η-product of VBF jets
pTotalT • vector sum of lepton, τhad, EmissT and VBF jets
lepton η−centrality • η-centrality of lepton between VBF jets
ΣpT • scalar sum of lepton, τhad, and all jets
pleptonT /p
τhad
T • ratio of lepton pT to τhad pT
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Figure 5.11: Predicted signal and background distributions in the boosted category normal-
ized to unit area and overlaid.
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Figure 5.12: Predicted signal and background distributions in the boosted category normal-
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Figure 5.13: Predicted signal and background distributions in the VBF category normalized
to unit area and overlaid.
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Figure 5.14: Predicted signal and background distributions in the VBF category normalized
to unit area and overlaid.
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5.6.2 Discrimination
One of the strengths of the BDT analysis is that it can exploit correlations between input vari-
ables for better background discrimination. This is especially true in the VBF category where
there is interplay between the VBF-oriented variables and the H → ττ -oriented variables.
Another strength is the BDT can make cuts as hyper-surfaces around weakly discriminating
variables instead of rectangular cuts.
Two-dimensional contours of variables of interest are shown in Figs. 5.15 and 5.16 for
VBF H → ττ , Z → ττ , and j→τhad. The behavior helps demonstrate the utility of the BDT
analysis.
∆R(lepton, τhad) and m
MMC
ττ :
mMMCττ is not strongly correlated with ∆R(lepton, τhad) for Z/H → ττ because they are
resonant decays. For j→τhad, there is a strong correlation.
pT(H) and ∆R(lepton, τhad):
∆R(lepton, τhad) is strongly correlated with pT(H) for Z/H → ττ because their decay
products stem from a resonant decay. For j→τhad, the correlation is weaker.
EmissT φ−centrality and ∆R(lepton, τhad):
EmissT φ−centrality is correlated with ∆R(lepton, τhad) for Z/H → ττ because as ∆R
shrinks, the EmissT is more spatially constrained. For j→τhad, the EmissT is more randomly
distributed relative to the `+τhad system.
mjj and ∆η(jj):
For all processes, mjj and ∆η(jj) are strongly but not perfectly correlated, hence addi-
tional discrimination power is available.
mjj and ∆R(lepton, τhad):
For Z/H → ττ , there is correlation between mjj and ∆R(lepton, τhad) because the ττ
system is recoiling off of the dijet system. This is an example of interplay between VBF
and ττ kinematics.
mjj and m
MMC
ττ :
For all processes, mjj and m
MMC
ττ are not strongly correlated, and their individual dis-
crimination power is comparable. Extracting signal from a fit of the ditau mass is
therefore not obviously the best candidate.
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Figure 5.15: Contours of kinematic correlations in the VBF category for VBF H → ττ (left),
Z → ττ (center), and fakes (right).
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Figure 5.17: Overlaid shapes of BDT outputs for signal and background processes in the VBF
H→γγ [92], VBF H→ZZ∗ [93], and VBF H→WW ∗ [94] analyses.
5.6.3 MVAs in other VBF analyses
The H → ττ analysis is one of many recent VBF Higgs analyses on ATLAS to adopt a MVA
approach.
In the H → γγ and H → ZZ∗ analyses, a VBF BDT is derived which is meant to be
uncorrelated with mH . These BDT discriminators use similar input variables as the H → ττ
VBF BDT, such as mjj and ∆η(jj). For H→ γγ, a requirement on the output of the BDT
discriminator is made (OBDT ≥ 0.83) to enrich the VBF H→ γγ process, and the signal is
then extracted from a fit of mγγ . For H→ZZ∗, the signal is extracted via a two-dimensional
fit of the VBF BDT discriminator and m4`.
The H→WW ∗ MVA analysis takes the same approach as the H → ττ analysis. Variables
correlated with the reconstructed Higgs mass, including mT and m``, are included in the BDT
discriminator, and the signal yield is extracted from a fit of the BDT output.
Predicted BDT discriminator outputs are shown in Fig. 5.17 for the H→γγ, H→ZZ∗, and
H→WW ∗ analyses. Good discrimination is found between signal and background processes.
The measured signal strength for these analyses is shown in Table 5.8.
Table 5.8: Measured VBF signal strength in the other major ATLAS analyses: H→γγ [92],
H→ZZ∗ [93], and H→WW ∗ [94].
channel H→γγ H→ZZ∗ H→WW ∗
signal strength µVBF = 0.8± 0.7 µVBF+V H = 0.3+1.6−0.9 µVBF = 1.3± 0.5
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Chapter 6
Signal and background predictions
The modeling of physics processes relevant to the H → ττ analysis are described,
with emphasis on the VBF H → τ`τhad channel. This draws from internal docu-
mentation of the recent ATLAS H → ττ publication [103].
6.1 Z → ττ
The Z → ττ process constitutes a major and irreducible background to all three final states
of the H → ττ analysis. Its modeling is therefore critical. It is also challenging to validate
because the poor mass resolution of mττ implies finding a region of data orthogonal to the
H → ττ signal regions but rich in Z → ττ events is not possible.
6.1.1 Z(→ ``)+jets in simulation
The simplest approach is to use simulation to model Z → ττ . Unfortunately, ATLAS has
observed in the Z → ee and Z → µµ processes that mis-modeling is present in various aspects
of Z(→ ``)+jets kinematics. These aspects include the Z pT and dijet kinematics, as shown
in Fig. 6.1 and Fig. 6.2, respectively.
These mis-modelings are worrisome for H → ττ analyses because they rely on accurate
modeling of these kinematics. For example, mis-modeling in pZT is problematic because this
variable defines the boosted category of the H → ττ analysis. It is also strongly correlated
with discriminating variables like ∆R(ττ). Mis-modeling in dijet kinematics like mjj is of even
greater concern because they are among the most powerful and high-profile discriminating
variables in the VBF category.
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Figure 6.1: Comparison of data and various predictions of pZT for Z → ee (left) and Z → µµ
(right) in 2011 data-taking [104]. Mis-modeling is observed.
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Some versions of the ATLAS H → ττ analysis use simulated Z → ττ with corrections
derived from Z → `` events in data [89]. While helpful, these corrections are one-dimensional
and cannot account for potential correlations in the mis-modeling. For these reasons, this
approach is not used in the recent publication.
6.1.2 Embedding
A more data-driven approach to modeling Z → ττ is used wherein Z → µµ events are tagged
in data and the muons are replaced with simulated tau lepton decays. This exploits lepton
universality in Z decays and has the great advantage of taking all Z+ jets features directly
from data, such as Z pT, dijet kinematics, and soft hadronic activity. Only the tau lepton
decays and the detector response of the decay products are taken from simulation. The former
is measured with excellent precision at B-factories [106], and the latter is an ongoing area of
study within ATLAS detector performance groups.
Z → µµ events are selected in data by requiring an event fire the lowest unprescaled
dimuon trigger and have at least two reconstructed muons with pT > 15 GeV and |η| < 2.5.
All possible pairs of muons are then considered which satisfy pleadT > 20 GeV, muon isolation
requirements, have opposite charges, and have mµµ > 40 GeV. The pair which has mass
closest to the Z mass is then chosen as the Z decay products.
Tau lepton decays are then simulated with TAUOLA with the same four-momenta as the
muons associated to the Z decay and sent through the full ATLAS detector simulation, digiti-
zation, and reconstruction. The decays can be set to whatever final state desired (e.g., τeτhad)
within TAUOLA.
The simulated ττ system is then merged with the data Z → µµ event by removing tracks
and calorimeter cells associated to the muons and inserting tracks and cells from the tau
lepton decays. For subtracting the calorimeter cells, deposited cell energies are derived from
a simulated Z → µµ event with the same kinematics as the data Z → µµ event. The hybrid
event, with a simulated ττ system and a Z+ jets event from data, is then re-run through the
ATLAS reconstruction, yielding the so-called embedded Z → ττ event. Event displays of this
procedure is shown in Fig. 6.3.
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Figure 4: Example event displays of the embedding steps for a single Z → µµ to Z → ττ→ τhτh event:
(a) after the selection, (b) after the Monte Carlo simulation, and (c) after the re-reconstruction.
• Re-reconstruction of the embedded events: The resulting Z → ττ hybrid events are then sub-339
mitted to a full event reconstruction, so that all objects and the missing transverse momentum are340
recreated from the modified cells and tracks.341
In the analysis, the embedded event sample is used to model the shape of the relevant distributions342
as well as the relative selection efficiencies after a basic trigger and object selection. It is not straight-343
forward, however, to obtain the absolute normalisation from the embedded events alone. Hence, for this344
purpose, it is still necessary to partly rely on the Z → ττMC-simulated samples.345
The performance and validation of the embedding method in the context of this analysis will be346
discussed in Section 5.3.347
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(∆η)2 + (∆φ)2, where ∆η and ∆φ correspond, respectively, to the difference between
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Figure 6.3: Event displays of the three types of events considered in the embedding procedure:
a Z → µµ ev nt in data (left), τhadτhad event in simulation (center), and a hyb id
embedding event (right) [107].
6.1.3 Validation
Various st ps f the embedding pr cedure are validat d with creat v choices of output and
input datasets of the embedding algorithms. For example, to test the subtraction of data
muons, the embedding procedure is run on data Z → µµ events merged with simulated
Z → µµ decays, and the output is compared with the original data Z → µµ events. For a
global test of the fidelity of the method, the embed ing procedure is run on simulated Z → µµ
events merged with simulated Z → ττ decays, and the output is compared with simulated
Z → ττ events. The results are shown in Fig. 6.4, and no significant biases are observed.
6.1.4 Uncertainties
Since all Z kine atics are t ken directly from data, no uncertainties r garding to Z or jet
kinematics are considered. However, uncertainties regarding the response of simulating tau
decay products and the embedding procedure itself are considered. The uncertainty on the
detector response is implemented via the typical collection of uncertainties pertaining to the
measured identifica ion efficiency and energy calibration of simu ated lept ns and τhad at
ATLAS.
Two uncertainties regarding the embedding procedure are considered. First, the isolation
criteria on the data muons are either relaxed or tightened to test the dependence of the
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Figure 6.4: Validation of the embedding technique for simulated tau lepton decays in simu-
lated Z → µµ events (left) and simulated muons in data Z → µµ events (right) [2].
Good agreement is observed in both, for the mMMCττ (left) and isolation energy
(right).
prediction on the Z → µµ selection criteria. Second, the amount of cell energy subtracted
when removing the data muons is varied by 20%, which is commensurate with the observed
differences in the isolation energy between simulated Z → µµ events merged with simulated
Z → ττ decays and simulated Z → ττ events.
The pre-fit impact of these uncertainties on the Z → ττ prediction is shown in each bin
of the VBF discriminator in Fig. 6.5. The largest uncertainty at high VBF BDT score is
the nearly 30% statistical uncertainty on the prediction, which is an inevitable limitation of
the embedding procedure since it relies on the finite number of Z → µµ events in data. The
largest systematic uncertainties are components of the τhad energy scale uncertainty, which
are each 10-15%. These propagate directly to shifts of the mMMCττ .
6.2 j→τhad mis-identification
The largest background in the VBF H → τ`τhad analysis is from events where a jet is mis-
identified as a τhad (j→ τhad), also called fakes. The use of data-driven approaches to the
prediction is therefore crucial. Unlike the Z → ττ background, many regions of data exist
which are rich in j→ τhad, and these regions can be exploited for prediction and validation.
The largest sources of j→τhad are W (→ `ν`)+jets, QCD, top, and Z(→ ``)+jets events.
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and τhad performance.
6.2.1 j→τhad in simulation
Like the Z → ττ background, simulation is a simple but deficient means of predicting the
j → τhad background. ATLAS observes mis-modeling in descriptions of jet shapes like the
track width and track multiplicity [108], as shown in Fig. 6.6, which τhad jet discriminators
rely heavily on. This is especially problematic for τhad because the identification algorithms
emphasize tails of distributions like track width, not the bulk, hence detailed corrections to
the simulation can be statistically limited.
Additionally, the event kinematics of W (→ `ν`) + jets and Z(→ ``) + jets events have
known mis-modeling in simulation. The mis-modeling of Z(→ ``)+jets events is discussed
in Section 6.1.1, and ATLAS observes comparable mis-modeling in dijet kinematics of W (→
`ν`)+jets events, as shown in Fig. 6.7. The mis-modeling of variables like ∆y(jj) and mjj is
of concern since the VBF discriminators depend heavily on these kinematics.
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Figure 6.7: Comparison of data and various predictions in W (→ `ν`)+jets events of ∆y(jj)
(top) and mjj (bottom) in 2011 data-taking [109]. Mis-modeling is observed for
all predictions.
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Previous ATLAS H → ττ analyses have used simulated W (→ `ν`)+jets, Z(→ ``)+jets,
and top events with corrections derived from data, in conjunction to same-sign data events,
to model j→τhad [110, 89]. While helpful, these corrections are one-dimensional and cannot
account for potential correlations in the mis-modeling, and the same-sign data sample has
large statistical uncertainties. For these reasons, this approach is not used in the recent
publication.
6.2.2 Fakefactor method
6.2.2.1 Principle
An alternative data-driven approach is taken wherein events in data which pass all the signal
region requirements, but fail the τhad identification algorithm, are used to predict j→τhad. The
principle of this extrapolation is that τhad identification is uncorrelated with event kinematics
like mjj. The kinematics of events where the τhad fails identification criteria then provide an
unbiased prediction of j→τhad kinematics in events where the τhad passes identification.
The anti-identified data sample has a high purity of j → τhad, as shown in Figs. 6.8
and 6.9. The residual contamination of Z → τ`τhad and other processes without j→ τhad is
nonetheless subtracted from the data to form the j→τhad estimate. The high purity is helpful
because uncertainties on the predicted contamination (e.g., the tau energy scale uncertainty
for Z → τ`τhad) are evaluated to have a negligible impact on the j→ τhad estimate and can
be ignored.
The correlation between the τhad identifier and event-level kinematics is checked in data
in the VBF same-sign region, as shown in Fig. 6.10. No strong correlations are observed for
any event-level kinematic variable, including the final BDT discriminator.
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Figure 6.8: Data events in the VBF category which fail τhad identification but fulfill all other
requirements. The contamination of Z → τ`τhad and other processes without
j→τhad is less than 10%.
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Figure 6.9: Data events in the VBF category which fail τhad identification but fulfill all other
requirements. The contamination of Z → τ`τhad and other processes without
j→τhad is less than 10%.
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Figure 6.10: Correlations between the τhad BDT identification score and event kinematics in
data events in the VBF same-sign region which fail τhad identification but fulfill
all other requirements. No strong correlations are observed.
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Figure 6.11: Cartoon of the signal, control, and validation regions used which are used in the
j→τhad estimate.
6.2.2.2 Implementation
The j→τhad prediction is written as:
Nj→τhad =
(
N fail IDdata −N fail IDZ→ττ et al.
)
× FFSR (6.1)
where the number of predicted j→τhad events Nj→τhad is derived in each bin of any kinematic
variable, likemjj. The transfer factor needed to weight data events which fail τhad identification
is called the fakefactor (FF). It is parameterized in the number of tracks associated to the
τhad and pT(τhad), and it is derived in a variety of regions rich in different j→τhad processes:
FFregion =
(
Npass IDdata −N
pass ID
Z→ττ et al.
)
(
N fail IDdata −N fail IDZ→ττ et al.
)
∣∣∣∣∣
region
(6.2)
where the regions considered here are rich in j→τhad fromW (→ `ν`)+jets, QCD, Z(→ ``)+jets,
or top events, or the same-sign region, which is a blend of j→ τhad processes. These regions
are shown pictorially in Fig. 6.11.
To protect against potential extrapolation biases, τhad candidates failing identification
criteria are required to pass a looser-than-loose requirement. This requirement is optimized to
minimize the extrapolation without sacrificing the statistics of the estimate, and a requirement
of loose×0.7 is chosen. For example, if the loose identification criteria requires the τhad BDT
score greater than 0.5, the loose×0.7 identification criteria requires greater than 0.35. The
pT(τhad) dependence of this requirement is shown in Fig. 6.12.
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Figure 6.12: Requirements on the τhad jet discriminant, which are defined to have constant
signal efficiency as a function of pT(τhad), of various operating points for 1-track
τhad (left) and 3-track τhad (right).
1-track τhad 3-track τhad
Figure 6.13: Predicted flavor composition of j→τhad in W (→ `ν`)+jets simulation for 1-track
τhad (left) and 3-track τhad (right).
The impact of requiring loose×0.7 can be seen by considering the response of various
flavors of j→ τhad to the tau identification BDT, as shown in W (→ `ν`)+jets simulation in
Fig. 6.13. This requirement reduces the pileup and gluon content of the anti-identified region
and gives it a closer flavor resemblance to the identified region.
The fakefactors measured in data in the W (→ `ν`)+jets, QCD, Z(→ ``)+jets, and top
control regions are shown in Fig. 6.14 for 1-track and 3-track τhad in the VBF category. The
measured fakefactors do not show systematic differences between regions given the statistical
uncertainty.
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Figure 6.14: Fake factors in the VBF category measured in the various control regions in data
for 1-track τhad (left) and 3-track τhad (right).
6.2.2.3 Composition of j→τhad in the SR
A fakefactor for the signal region can be derived from fakefactors measured in the control
regions by using simulation to predict the relative contributions of the W (→ `ν`)+jets, top,
and Z(→ ``)+jets processes in the anti-identified region. The remaining difference between
data and prediction is then assumed to be from QCD.
The overall relative contributions are shown in Fig. 6.15, and the differential contributions
are shown in Figs. 6.16 and 6.17. No strong dependence on the final VBF BDT discriminator
is observed, though dependencies are observed on distributions like pT(lepton) and E
miss
T .
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Figure 6.15: A pie chart of the composition of j → τhad processes in the anti-identified CR
as predicted by simulation and data (left) and the systematic variations on the
composition (right).
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Figure 6.16: The composition of j→ τhad processes in the anti-identified CR as predicted by
simulation and data as a function of event kinematics.
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The signal region fakefactors are then derived as a linear combination of control region
fakefactors weighted by the expected contributions. The systematic uncertainties on these
contributions is shown in Fig. 6.15. A conservative approach is taken due to the mistrust of
simulated j→ τhad, and the contribution from W (→ `ν`)+jets is allowed to double or halve
as the two variations.
The signal region fakefactors are shown in Fig. 6.18. These are also referred to as mixed
fakefactors. Since the control region fakefactors do not have significant differences between
them, the dominant uncertainty on the signal region fakefactors is typically statistical.
6.2.3 Validation
The fakefactor method is validated by checking predictions of event-level kinematics, especially
the BDT discriminant, in the control and validation regions. It is additionally validated by
following the same fakefactor procedure in W (→ `ν`)+jets, top, and Z(→ ``)+jets simulated
events in the signal region, where dedicated FFMCSR are derived.
Data and prediction in the same-sign validation region are shown in Fig. 6.19. Data and
prediction in the various control regions are further shown in Appendix A. Predictions with
simulation are shown in Fig. 6.20. In all plots, good agreement is observed and no systematic
biases are uncovered.
6.2.4 Uncertainties
Multiple sources of uncertainties to the fake factor method are considered. First, the statistical
uncertainty on the fake factors measured in control regions is propagated to the uncertainty
on the signal region fakefactor. Second, the uncertainty on the relative contributions of
the different j → τhad processes are varied and propagated to the signal region fakefactor
calculation. Third, the fidelity of using control region fakefactors in the signal region is tested
by comparing fakefactors measured in simulation in control regions versus the signal region.
No significant difference is found, and the uncertainty is ignored. Fourth, the closure of the
method is tested with predictions in the same sign validation region and in the signal region
in simulation. No signs of systematic bias in the BDT score prediction are found, and the
closure uncertainties are ignored.
The pre-fit impact of these uncertainties on the j→ τhad prediction is shown in each bin
of the VBF discriminator in Fig. 6.21. The largest uncertainty at high VBF BDT score is
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Figure 6.17: The composition of j→ τhad processes in the anti-identified CR as predicted by
simulation and data as a function of event kinematics.
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Figure 6.18: Fake factors in the VBF category mixed from the various control regions in
data for 1-track τhad (left) and 3-track τhad (right). Statistical and systematic
uncertainties are shown.
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Figure 6.19: Comparison of data and j→ τhad prediction in the same-sign validation region
for various event kinematics. The purity of j→ τhad is ≈ 97%. Only statistical
uncertainties are shown, and no sign of systematic bias is observed. Additional
validation is shown in Appendix A.
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Figure 6.20: Comparison of the prediction of identified taus and the j→τhad prediction, both
in simulation, in the signal region for various event kinematics. Only statistical
uncertainties are shown, and no sign of systematic bias is observed. Additional
validation is shown in Appendix A.
the 15% statistical uncertainty on the prediction. This could be ameliorated by relaxing the
loose×0.7 requirement on anti-identified τhad, though this would risk introducing systematic
bias of increasing the extrapolation. The largest systematic uncertainty is on the relative
contribution of j → τhad processes, and this only propagates to a 3% uncertainty on the
prediction.
6.3 top, Z → ``, diboson
6.3.1 top
Top events with a true τhad or `→ τhad are estimated with simulation and object-level cor-
rections prescribed by the τhad performance group. These include tt and single top processes.
The normalization is constrained using a top-enriched control region, but detailed corrections
to the simulation are not sought because the background is sub-dominant. These top pro-
cesses only comprise 5% of the background prediction in the VBF category and in the most
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Figure 6.21: The pre-fit fractional uncertainty on the j→ τhad prediction in each bin of the
VBF category. RX refers to the uncertainty on the relative contribution of j→
τhad processes.
sensitive bin of the VBF BDT discriminator.
6.3.2 Z → `` (`→τhad), diboson
Z → `` events where a lepton is mis-identified as a τhad and diboson events (WW , WZ, ZZ)
are estimated with simulation and object-level corrections prescribed by the τhad performance
group. Control regions for these processes are not sought because the processes are too small
to find meaningful regions for comparing data with simulation. Detailed corrections to the
simulation are also not sought because each processes comprises less than 5% of the background
prediction in the VBF category and in the most sensitive bin of the VBF BDT discriminator.
The τhad electron discriminator reduces the Z → ee background from problematic to
negligible, as shown in Fig. 6.22. Without the electron discriminator, the VBF Z → ee
background would be difficult to distinguish from VBF H → ττ and potentially of comparable
magnitude.
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Figure 6.22: Data and prediction for the nominal VBF category (left) and without the τhad
electron discriminator (right).
6.4 H → ττ
6.4.1 Samples
The signal H → ττ processes are simulated with Powheg+Pythia (ggFH, VBFH) and
Pythia (WH, ZH, ttH) [2], though the VH and ttH processes are generally negligible in the
signal regions considered. The overall normalisation of the ggF process is taken from a calcu-
lation at next-to-next-to-leading-order (NNLO) in QCD, including soft-gluon resummation up
to next-to-next-to-leading logarithm terms (NNLL). Next-to-leading order (NLO) EW correc-
tions are also included. Production by VBF is normalized to a cross section calculated with
NLO QCD and EW corrections with an approximate NNLO QCD correction applied.
Additional corrections to the shape of the generated pT distribution of Higgs bosons pro-
duced via ggF are applied to match the distribution from a calculation at NNLO including
the NNLL corrections provided by the HRes2.1 program [2]. In this calculation, the effects of
finite masses of the top and bottom quarks are included and dynamical renormalisation and
factorisation scales, µR, µF =
√
m2H + p
2
T, are used. A reweighting is performed separately
for events with no more than one jet at particle level and for events with two or more jets. In
the latter case, the Higgs boson pT spectrum is reweighted to match the MinLo HJJ predic-
tions. The reweighting is derived such that the inclusive Higgs boson pT spectrum and the pT
spectrum of events with at least two jets match the HRes2.1 and MinLo HJJ predictions
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respectively, and that the jet multiplicities are in agreement with (N)NLO calculations from
JetVHeto. A similar pT-dependent weighting is derived for NLO EW corrections of the
VBFH production using Hawk, though the corrections are small in the pT ranges considered
here [2].
6.4.2 Uncertainties
Uncertainties regarding the detector response of all physics objects is considered for the signal
H → ττ . This is implemented via the typical collection of uncertainties pertaining to the
measured identification efficiency and energy calibration of simulated leptons, τhad, jets, and
EmissT at ATLAS. The uncertainties on the VBF Higgs production kinematics are generally
smaller than the experimental uncertainties.
The pre-fit impact of these uncertainties on the VBF H → ττ prediction is shown in each
bin of the VBF discriminator in Fig. 6.23. The largest uncertainty at high VBF BDT score is
the jet energy scale (JES) uncertainty including uncertainties in the forward region, which are
large relative to JES uncertainties within the tracker. JES uncertainties are also the largest
class of uncertainties, though no single component propagates to an uncertainty larger than
10% on the VBF H → ττ prediction.
6.5 Predictions in the signal region
Predictions in the signal region of the VBF H → τ`τhad analysis are shown in Fig. 6.24.
These input variables feed into the BDT discriminator from which the signal is extracted,
which is discussed in Chapter 7. The largest background is from j→τhad, the second largest
background is from Z → ττ , and the remaining backgrounds are individually less than 5% of
the total background prediction.
Good agreement between data and prediction is observed for all input variables. This
agreement is evaluated with visual inspection and with quantitative measures like χ2/N(D.O.F)
and the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test.
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Figure 6.23: The pre-fit fractional uncertainty on the VBF H → τ`τhad prediction in each bin
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and τhad performance, theory, and the luminosity (bottom).
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Figure 6.24: Data and prediction for input variables to the BDT in the H → τ`τhad VBF
signal region [2].
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Figure 6.25: Two of the nine input variables to the VBF H → τhadτhad BDT discriminator:
mMMCττ (left) and mjj (right). [2].
6.6 H → τhadτhad and H → τ`τ`
Selected predictions in the signal regions of the VBF H → τhadτhad and H → τ`τ` analyses
are shown in Figs. 6.25 and 6.26. Good agreement between data and prediction is observed
for the input variables.
The background predictions are conceptually similar to the predictions in the H → τ`τhad
analysis: Z → ττ is predicted with the embedding, mis-identified backgrounds (j → τhad,
j→ `) are predicted with regions of data topologically similar to the signal region but with
object-level identification criteria reversed, and the remaining backgrounds are predicted with
simulation. The background predictions in these are discussed in greater detail in the accom-
panying publication [2].
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Figure 6.26: Two of the seven input variables to the VBF H → τ`τ` BDT discriminator:
mMMCττ (left) and mjj (right). [2].
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Chapter 7
Results
Results of the H → ττ analysis are discussed. This is described in additional
detail in the recent ATLAS H → ττ publication [2]. The description of the fit
procedure draws heavily from the recent ATLAS H→WW ∗ publication [94].
The yields of signal and background processes are extracted from a statistical analysis
of the data and the predictions described in Chapters 5 and 6. A likelihood function is
maximized which provides the “best fit” of the prediction to the data in each bin of the BDT
discriminators within their prescribed uncertainties.
The likelihood contains the data and prediction from six signal regions: three final states
and two categories. Control regions are also used to constrain some background uncertainties.
For example, a region of data rich in top events is used in the τ`τhad analysis to constrain the
normalization on the portion of the top background predicted with simulation.
7.1 Fit procedure
The statistical analysis maximizes a likelihood function L which depends on the signal strength
µ, the set of uncertainties (or nuisance parameters) θi, and the observed number of data
events N . The signal strength is defined as the measured H → ττ cross-section divided by
the predicted H → ττ cross-section. A measured µ = 1 would imply exactly the same number
of H → ττ events are observed as expected.
7.1.1 Likelihood function
The likelihood function is shown in Fig. 7.1. It is the product of four terms.
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B. Likelihood, exclusion, and significance
The statistical analysis involves the use of the like-
lihood L(µ,✓ |N), which is a function of the signal
strength parameter µ and a set of nuisance parame-
ters ✓= {✓a, ✓b, . . .} given a set of the numbers of events
N = {NA, NB , . . .}. Allowed ranges of µ are found using
the distribution of a test statistic qµ.
1. Likelihood function
The likelihood function L (Eq. (11) below) is the prod-
uct of four groups of probability distribution functions:
• Poisson function f(Nib | . . .) used to model the
event yield in each bin b of the variable fit to extract
the signal yield for each category i;
• Poisson function f(Nl |⌃k  k Bkl) used to model
the event yield in each control region l with the
total background yield summed over processes k
(Bkl);
• Gaussian functions g(#t | ✓t) used to model the sys-
tematic uncertainties t; and
• Poisson functions f(⇣k | . . .) used to account for the
MC statistics k.
L=
Table
XXIaY
i,b
f
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Nib
   µ ·Sib ·
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Syst. in
⌫br
 
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 
+
IP
k
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s
Syst. in
⌫bs
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Poisson for SR with signal strength µ; predictions S, B
·
Table
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IP
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Table
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 
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Poiss. forMC stats
(11)
The statistical uncertainties are considered explicitly
in the first, second, and fourth terms. The first and sec-
ond terms treat the random error associated with the
predicted value, i. e., for a background yield estimate B
the
p
B error associated with it. The fourth term treats
the sampling error associated with the finite sample size
used for the prediction, e. g., the
p
Nmc “MC statistical
errors” when MC is used. All of the terms are described
below and summarized in Eq. (11).
The first term of L is a Poisson function f for the prob-
ability of observing N events given   expected events,
f(N | )= e   N/N !. The expected value   is the sum
of event yields from signal (S) and the sum of the back-
ground contributions (⌃k Bk) in a given signal region,
i. e.,  =µ ·S+⌃k Bk. The parameter of interest, µ, mul-
tiplies S; each background yield in the sum is evaluated
as described in Sec. VI. In our notation, the yields are
scaled by the response functions ⌫ that parametrize the
impact of the systematic uncertainties ✓. The ⌫ and ✓
are described in more detail below when discussing the
third term of L.
The second term constrains the background yields with
Poisson components that describe the profiled control re-
gions. Each term is of the form f(Nl | l) for a given CR
labeled by l, where Nl is the number of observed events
in l, i. e.,  l =⌃k  k ·Bkl is the predicted yield in l,  k is
the normalization factor of background k, and Bkl is the
MC or data-derived estimate of background k in l. The
 k parameters are the same as those that appear in the
first Poisson component above.
The third term constrains the systematic uncertain-
ties with Gaussian terms. Each term is of the form
g(# | ✓)= e (# ✓)2/2/p2⇡, where # represents the central
value of the measurement and ✓ the associated nuisance
parameter for a given systematic uncertainty. The e↵ect
of the systematic uncertainty on the yields is through an
exponential response function ⌫(✓)= (1+ ✏)✓ for normal-
ization uncertainties that have no variations among bins
b of the fit variable, where ✏ is the value of the uncer-
tainty in question. In this case, ⌫ follows a log-normal
distribution [90]. In this notation, ✏=3% is written if the
uncertainty that corresponds to one standard deviation
a↵ects the associated yield by ± 3% and corresponds to
✓=± 1, respectively.
For the cases where the systematic uncertainty a↵ects
a given distribution di↵erently in each bin b, a di↵erent
linear response function is used in each bin; this function
is written as ⌫b(✓)= 1+ ✏b · ✓. In this case, ⌫b is normally
distributed around unity with width ✏b, and is truncated
by the ⌫b > 0 restriction to avoid unphysical values. Both
types of response function impact the predicted S and Bk
in the first Poisson component.
The fourth term treats the sample error due to the
finite sample size [89], e. g., the sum of the number
of generated MC events for all background processes,
B=⌃k Bk. The quantity B is constrained with a Poisson
term f(⇠ | ), where ⇠ represents the central value value
of the background estimate and  = ⇣ · ✓. The ⇣ =(B/ )2
defines the quantity with the statistical uncertainty of
B as  . For instance, if a background yield estimate B
uses Nmc MC events that correspond to a data sample
with e↵ective luminosity Lmc, then for a data-to-MC lu-
minosity ratio r=L
data
/Lmc the background estimate is
B= r ·Nmc, and the uncertainty (parameter) in question
is  = r ·pNmc (⇣ =Nmc). In this example, the Poisson
function is evaluated at Nmc given  = ✓ ·Nmc. Similar
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B. Likelihood, exclusion, and significance
The statistical analysis involves the use of the like-
lihood L(µ,✓ |N), which is a function of the signal
strength parameter µ and a set of nuisance parame-
ters ✓= {✓a, ✓b, . . .} given a set of t e bers of events
N = {NA, NB , . . .}. Allowed ran f re found using
the distribution of a test statistic
1. Likeliho d fu cti
The likelihood function L (Eq. (11) below) is the prod-
uct of four groups of probability distribution functions:
• Poisson function f(Nib | . . .) used to model the
event yield in each bin b of the variable fit to extract
the signal yield for each category i;
• Poisson function f(Nl |⌃k  k Bkl) used to model
the event yield in each control region l with the
total background yield summed over processes k
(Bkl);
• Gaussian functions g(#t | ✓t) used to model the sys-
tematic uncer ain ies t; and
• Poisson functions f(⇣k | . . .) used to account for the
MC statistics k.
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The statistical uncertainties are considered explicitly
in the first, second, and fourth terms. The first and sec-
ond terms treat the random error associated with the
predicted value, i. e., for a background yield estimate B
the
p
B error associated with it. The fourth term treats
the sampling error associated with the finite sample size
used for the prediction, e. g., the
p
Nmc “MC statistical
errors” when MC is used. All of the terms are described
below and summarized in Eq. (11).
The first term of L is a Poisson function f for the prob-
ability of observing N events given   expected events,
f(N | )= e   N/N !. The expected value   is the sum
of ev nt yields from signal (S) nd the sum of the back-
ground contributions (⌃k Bk) in a given signal region,
i. e.,  =µ ·S+⌃k Bk. The parame er f in erest, µ, mul-
tiplies S; eac background yield in e sum is evaluat d
as described in Sec. VI. In our notation, the yields are
scaled by the response functions ⌫ that parametrize the
impact of the systematic uncertainties ✓. The ⌫ and ✓
are described in more det il below when discussing the
third term of L.
The second term constrains the background yields with
Poisson components that describe the profiled control re-
gions. Each term is of the form f(Nl | l) for a given CR
labeled by l, where Nl is the number of observed events
in l, i. e.,  l =⌃k  k ·Bkl is the predicted yield in l,  k is
the normalization factor of background k, and Bkl is the
MC or data-derived estimate of background k in l. The
 k parameters are the same as those that appear in the
first Poisson component above.
The third term constrains the systematic uncertain-
ties with Gaussian terms. Each term is of the form
g(# | ✓)= e (# ✓)2/2/p2⇡, where # represents the central
v lu of the measurement and ✓ the associat d nuisance
parameter for a given systematic uncertainty. The e↵ect
of the systematic uncertainty on the yields is through an
exponential response function ⌫(✓)= (1+ ✏)✓ for normal-
ization uncertainties that have no variations among bins
b of the fit variable, where ✏ is the value of the uncer-
tainty in question. In this case, ⌫ follows a log-normal
distribution [90]. In this notation, ✏=3% is written if the
uncertainty that corresponds to one standard deviation
a↵ects the associated yield by ± 3% and corresponds to
✓=± 1, respectively.
For the cases where the systematic uncertainty a↵ects
a giv distribution di↵ere ly in each bi b, a di↵erent
linear resp nse f ction is used in e ch bin; this function
is written as ⌫b(✓)= 1+ ✏b · ✓. In this case, ⌫b is normally
di tributed aro d u ty wi h width ✏b, and is truncated
by the ⌫b > 0 restricti to avoid unphysical values. Both
types of response function impact the predicted S and Bk
in the first Poisson component.
The fourth term treats the sample error due to the
finite sample size [89], e. g., the sum of the number
of generated MC events for all background processes,
B=⌃k Bk. The quantity B is constrained with a Poisson
term f(⇠ | ), where ⇠ represents the central value value
of the background estimate and  = ⇣ · ✓. The ⇣ =(B/ )2
defines the quantity with the statistical uncertainty of
B as  . For instance, if a background yield estimate B
uses mc MC eve ts that correspond to a data sample
with e↵ective luminosity Lmc, then for a data-to-MC lu-
minosity ratio r=L
data
/Lmc the background estimate is
B= r ·Nmc, and the uncertainty (parameter) in question
is  = r ·pNmc (⇣ =Nmc). In this example, the Poisson
function is evaluated at Nmc given  = ✓ ·Nmc. Similar
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B. Likelihood, exclusion, and significance
The statistical analysis involve the use of the like-
lihood L(µ,✓ |N), which is a function of the ignal
strength parameter µ and a set of nuisance param -
ters ✓= {✓a, ✓b, . . .} giv n a set of the numbers of events
N = {NA, NB , . . .}. Allowed ranges of µ are f un usi
the distribution of a test statistic qµ.
1. Likelihood function
The likelihood function L (Eq. (11) below) is the prod-
uct of four groups of probability distribution funct ons:
• Poisson function f(Nib | . . .) used to model the
event yield in each bin b of the variable fit to extract
the signal yield for each category ;
• Poisson function f(Nl |⌃k  k Bkl) used to model
the event yield in each control region l wit the
total background yield summed over processes k
(Bkl);
• Gaussian functions g(#t | ✓t) used to model the sys-
tematic uncertainties t; and
• Poisson functions f(⇣k | . . .) used to account for the
MC statistics k.
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The statistical uncertai ties are consi er d explicitly
in the first, second, and fourth terms. The first and sec-
ond terms treat the ra om erro ssociated with the
predicted value, i. e., fo a backgro nd yield estim te B
the
p
B error associated with it. The f urth term treats
the sampling error associated w th the finite sample size
used for the prediction, . g., the
p
Nmc “MC statis ical
errors” when MC is used. All of the terms are described
below and summarized in Eq. (11).
The first term of L is a Poisson functi n f for the prob-
ability of observing N events given   expect d events,
f(N | )= e   N/N !. The expected value   is th sum
of event yields from signal (S) and the sum of t back-
ground contributions (⌃k Bk) in a given ignal regio ,
i. e.,  =µ ·S+⌃k Bk. The parameter of interest, µ, mul-
tiplies S; each background yield in the um is evaluated
as described in Sec. VI. In our notation, the yields are
scaled by the response functions ⌫ that parametrize the
impact of the systematic uncertainties ✓. The ⌫ and ✓
are described in more d tail below wh n discussi g the
third term of L.
The second term constrains the background yield with
Poisson components that describe the profiled control r -
gions. Each term is of the form f(Nl | l) f r a given CR
labeled by l, where Nl is the number of observed vents
in l, i. e.,  l =⌃k  k ·Bkl is the predicted yield in l,  k is
the normalization factor of background k, and Bkl is the
MC or data-derived estimate of background k in l. The
 k parameters are the same s those tha appear in the
first Poisson component above.
The third term constrains the systematic uncertain-
ties with Gaussian terms. Each term is of the form
g(# | ✓)= e (# ✓)2/2/p2⇡, wher # represents the central
value of the measurement and ✓ the as ociat d nuisance
parameter for a given syste atic uncertainty. The e↵ect
of the systematic uncertainty on the yields is hrough an
exponential response function ⌫(✓)= (1+ ✏)✓ for normal-
ization uncertainties that have o varia ions among bins
b of the fit var able, where ✏ is the v lu of the uncer-
tainty in question. In this case, ⌫ follows a log-normal
distribution [90]. In this notation, ✏=3% is written if the
uncertainty that corresponds to one standard devia ion
a↵ects the associated yield by ± 3% and corresponds to
✓=± 1, respectively.
For the cases where the syst m tic unc tainty a↵ cts
a given distribution di↵erently n each bin b, a di↵ere t
linear response function s sed in each b n; this f nction
is writt n as ⌫b(✓)= 1+ ✏b · ✓. In this ase, ⌫b is normall
distribut d around unity w th width ✏b, and s truncate
by the ⌫b > 0 restriction to avoid unphysi al values. Both
ty es of response function impact he predicted S and Bk
in the first Poisson component.
The fourth term treats the sampl erro due to the
finite sample size [89], e. g., the sum of the number
of generated MC events for all background pr cesses,
B=⌃k Bk. The quantity B is constrained with a Poisson
term f(⇠ | ), where ⇠ represents the central value value
of the background estimate and  = ⇣ · ✓. The ⇣ =(B/ )2
defines the quantity with the statistical uncertainty of
B as  . For instance, if backgrou d yield estim te B
uses Nmc MC events that correspond to a d ta sample
with e↵ective lumino ity Lmc, then for a data-to-MC lu-
minosi y ratio r=L
data
/Lmc the background estimate is
B= r ·Nm , and the uncertainty (p rameter) in ques ion
is  = r ·pNmc (⇣ =Nmc). In this example, the Poisson
function is evaluated at Nmc g ven  = ✓ ·Nmc. Similar
Figure 7.1: The likelihood equation considered for maximization [94].
The first erm of t e likelih od is a Poisso function, in each bin b of each category i,
describing the probability of observi g N events given the p edict d number of signal events
S and background events B. The number of signal events is scaled by the signal strength µ
whic is shared among bi s and categories. The number of background events is scaled by a
parameter βk which can be category-dependent. The signal and background predictions are
modifi d by respon e functions ν(θ) for e ch nuisanc parameter θ.
The r sponse function for bin-wise syst matic u certainties is given by ν(θ) = 1 + θ · ∆θN ,
where ∆θ is the given u certainty on θ in units of N , i.e., N · ν(θ = ±1) = N ± ∆θ for
N = S,B. The response function for statis ical uncertainties on the predictions is ν(θ) = θ.
The second term is a Poisson function, in each control region l, describing the probability
of observing N events given the predicted number of backgro nd events B. The number of
backgr und vents is sca ed by a parameter βk which is shared with the first term. The statis-
tical power of the control region data is then used to constrain the background normalization
in the signal region.
The third term is a Gaussian function, for each systematic uncertainty, describing the
probability of a given nuisance parameter being pulled away from its no inal value. This is
a pen lty term for c oosing a less likely value of the nuisance para eter tha the nominal
value. The choice of Gaussian function to describe the uncertainty is convention.
The fourth term is a Poisson function, in each bin of each category, describing the uncer-
tainty due to finite sample size of the signal and background predictions. This is especially
relevant for predictions which have natural statistical limitations, e.g., predicting the Z → ττ
background with Z → µµ events from data.
To extract the observed µ and other quantities, the likelihood is maximized with respect
to µ and the associated nuisance parameters θ. This maximization yields the most probable
µ. The likelihood is evaluated at ϑ = 0 and ξ = ζ which imposes that the most probable value
of each systematic nuisance parameter is zero and statistical nuisance parameter is one.
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7.1.2 Features
The first term of the likelihood is maximized when the prediction exactly matches the observed
data events in a given bin. The prediction is allowed to change within the maximization as
the nuisance parameters are pulled. This allowed change is restricted by the Gaussian con-
straints imposed on these uncertainties, which are maximized when the nuisance parameters
are unchanged from their pre-fit prediction. For example, the jet energy scale is allowed to be
moved by +1σ, but this incurs a penalty in the likelihood of g(1|0,1)g(0|0,1) ≈ 0.6.
The normalization of the embedded Z → ττ is allowed to float freely within each final
state, i.e., there is no constraint beyond the signal region statistics. In the τ`τhad channel,
a single normalization nuisance parameter is used for Z → ττ which is shared in each BDT
bin of each category. This is sensible because the defining features of the categories – dijet
kinematics and pZT – are expected to be well predicted by the embedding method.
The likelihood maximization extracts many fitted parameters, including the signal strength
µ, the pulls of the nuisance parameters θi, and the uncertainties on the nuisance parameters
in units of the pre-fit uncertainties (i.e., ∆θ,pre-fit = 1).
7.1.3 Test statistic
The test statistic is defined as:
q(µ) = −2 ln
(L(µ, θi)
Lmax.
) ∣∣∣∣∣
θi=θ̂i,µ
(7.1)
and is evaluated as a function of µ. The denominator Lmax. is the unconditional maximum
of the likelihood as a function of µ and the nuisance parameters θi and is therefore just a
number. The numerator L(µ, θi) is the conditional maximum for a given µ as a function of
the nuisance parameters, thereby asking which signal strength is most likely.
The fitted uncertainty on a nuisance parameter is defined as the distance θright− θleft such
that q(µ) = 1 when scanning a given nuisance parameter to the right and left of the fitted θ.
If L follows a Gaussian distribution, the integral from θleft to θright corresponds to 68% (1σ)
of the distribution.
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7.1.4 Impact of uncertainties on µ
The post-fit impact of a given nuisance parameter on the signal strength is defined as:
∆µ̂,i = µ̂
(
θ̂i ±∆θ̂i
)
− µ̂ (7.2)
where hats indicate post-fit values. µ̂
(
θ̂i ±∆θ̂i
)
indicates the fitted µ of the full fit but with
θi fixed to its post-fit value θ̂ varied by the post-fit uncertainty ±∆θ̂,i, where all other nuisance
parameters are floating. If the fitted µ is robust against changes to a nuisance parameter, its
impact will be small.
7.2 Fit results
The data and fitted signal and background predictions are shown in Fig. 7.2. The majority
of bins in the BDTs are dominated by background, and good modeling is observed. In the
signal-like regime of BDT output near 1, the predicted contribution from H → ττ signal is
visible in the VBF category of each final state, and the signal hypothesis is favored over the
background-only hypothesis.
The yields in the VBF H → τ`τhad category and in the most signal-like regime are shown
in Table 7.1 after the global fit. In the highest BDT bin, the signal hypothesis is favored over
the background-only hypothesis.
At the value of the Higgs boson mass obtained from the combination of the ATLAS H→γγ
and H→ZZ∗ measurements, the signal strength obtained is 1.4 ± 0.3 (syst.) ± 0.3 (stat.) ±
0.1 (theo.). The signal strength breakdown by category and channel is shown in Fig. 7.3.
The probability p0 of obtaining a result at least as signal-like as observed in the data if
no signal were present is calculated using the test statistic q(0). For mH = 125.36 GeV,
the observed p0 is 2.7 × 10−6, which corresponds to a deviation from the background-only
hypothesis of 4.5σ. This can be compared to an expected significance of 3.4σ.
To emphasize the most signal-like regime, two distributions are built from the six cate-
gories used in the global fit and shown in Fig. 7.4. First, the signal region bins of the BDT
discriminator are re-ordered by log10(S/B), where S/B is the signal-to-background ratio cal-
culated assuming µ = 1.4 in each bin. The expected signal yield for both µ = 1 and µ = 1.4 is
shown, as well as the fitted background yield for the background-only hypothesis. The signal
hypothesis is clearly favored. Second, the mMMCττ distribution is shown summed across all
categories and weighted event-by-event by ln(1+S/B), which enhances the events compatible
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with the signal hypothesis. The excess of events in this mass distribution is consistent with
the expectation for a Standard Model Higgs boson with mH = 125 GeV.
Table 7.1: Data and the predicted yields of signal and background in the VBF τ`τhad category
after the global fit.
Process/Category VBF τ`τhad
BDT output bin All bins Second to last bin Last bin
j→τhad 1680± 50 8.2± 0.9 5.2± 0.7
Z → ττ 877± 29 7.6± 0.9 4.2± 0.7
Top 82± 15 0.3± 0.4 0.5± 0.4
Z → `` (`→τhad) 54± 26 1.0± 0.7 0.30± 0.28
Diboson 63± 11 1.0± 0.4 0.48± 0.20
ggF H → ττ 16± 6 1.0± 0.4 1.2± 0.6
VBF H → ττ 31± 8 4.5± 1.1 9.1± 2.2
WH → ττ < 1 < 0.1 < 0.1
ZH → ττ < 1 < 0.1 < 0.1
Total background 2760± 40 18.1± 2.3 10.7± 2.7
Total signal 48± 12 5.5± 1.3 10.3± 2.5
Data 2830 22 21
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Figure 7.2: Distributions of the 8 TeV BDT discriminants in all six analysis categories after
the global fit [2].
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The dominant uncertainties on the measurement of the signal strength parameters include
statistical uncertainties on the data from the signal regions, uncertainties on the jet and
tau energy scales, uncertainties on the normalization of the Z → ττ and top backgrounds,
and theoretical uncertainties. The contributions of each of these significant sources to the
uncertainty of the measured signal strength are summarized in Fig. 7.5.
7.3 High score events in data
Event displays of some of the most signal-like events in data in the VBF H → τ`τhad and
H → τhadτhad analyses are shown in Figs. 7.6 and 7.7.
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Figure 7.3: The fitted signal strength µ split by category, final state, and data-taking pe-
riod [2].
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Figure 7.5: Comparison of the impact of the statistical and systematic uncertainties on the
absolute uncertainty on µ [2].
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7. Results
Figure 7.6: Display of one of the most signal-like events in the H → τ`τhad VBF category in
data [2]. The blue track matched to the green cluster indicates an electron, the
green track matched to the yellow cluster indicates a τhad, the pink dotted line
indicates the EmissT in the transverse plane, and the turquoise cones indicates the
VBF jets. The reconstructed mMMCττ = 127 GeV and mjj = 1.53 TeV.
Figure 7.7: Display of one of the most signal-like events in the H → τhadτhad VBF category
in data [2]. The green tracks matched to the yellow clusters indicate the τhad,
the pink dotted line indicates the EmissT in the transverse plane, and the turquoise
cones indicates the VBF jets. The reconstructedmMMCττ = 123 GeV andmjj = 1.02
TeV.
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Chapter 8
Prospects for H → ττ
Prospects for the H → ττ analysis in Run-II and at the HL-LHC are described.
Discussion of prospects at the HL-LHC are drawn largely from the recent ATLAS
documentation on the topic [111].
8.1 Run-II
In Run-II, the LHC is expected to collide protons with
√
s = 13 TeV, a peak instantaneous
luminosity of approximately 1.6× 1034cm−2s−1, 25 nanosecond bunch spacing, and 〈µ〉 ≈ 40.
These data-taking conditions are much harsher than in 2012, as shown in Table 8.1.
The ATLAS L1 trigger rate would increase approximately five-fold if the 2012 trigger menu
was ported unchanged to 2015 data-taking conditions [112]. However, the L1 bandwidth is
expected to increase from 75 kHz to 100 kHz, much less than this rate increase. The L1 menu
must then be adapted to accommodate this.
This is especially true of triggers which rely on τhad since hadronic objects are challenging
in the trigger, both in identification and calibration. An unsustainable increase of trigger rate
Table 8.1: LHC data-taking conditions in 2011 and 2012 compared with the expected data-
taking conditions in 2015.
Year of operations
√
s [TeV] peak lumi. [cm−2s−1] bunch spacing [ns] 〈µ〉
2011 7 0.4× 1034 50 ≈10
2012 8 0.8× 1034 50 ≈20
2015 13 1.6× 1034 25 ≈40
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Figure 8.1: Tau trigger rates in 2012 data-taking as a function of instantaneous luminosity for
L1 (left) and HLT (right) [1].
as a function of instantaneous luminosity is shown in Fig. 8.1. Multiple avenues are explored
to ensure tenable trigger rates without significant loss of physics.
8.1.1 Run-I triggers for H → ττ
In Run-I, only the H → τhadτhad analysis relies on τhad triggers for physics. The H → τ`τhad
use single lepton triggers with an offline threshold of 26 GeV. `+τhad triggers are considered
but ultimately dropped because they bring additional complication to the analysis without
significant improvement in sensitivity. The H → τ`τ` analysis relies on single and di-lepton
triggers. The list of triggers used in 2012 data-taking, and their expected 2015 versions, is
shown in Table 8.2 and Table 8.3.
Table 8.2: L1 triggers used in the 2012 H → ττ analysis, and their expected 2015 versions,
grouped by ττ decay channel.
channel L1, 2012 L1, 2015
H → τhadτhad 2TAU11I TAU15 no di-τhad item planned
H → τeτhad EM18VH EM24VHI
H → τµτhad MU20 MU20
H → τeτe EM18VH || 2EM10VH EM24VHI || 2EM15VH
H → τµτµ 2MU10 2MU10
H → τeτµ EM10VH MU6 EM15VH MU10
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8.1.2 Run-II triggers
Trigger options for Run-II are most critical for the H → τhadτhad since it relies entirely on
τhad triggers. The H → τ`τ` analysis will continue to use single and di-lepton triggers, which
enjoy low thresholds and are among the most high profile triggers, and thus less likely to
be cut in case of unexpectedly high rates. The H → τ`τhad analysis will continue to use
the single lepton trigger, but the potential benefit of recovering events with leptons below
the single lepton trigger thresholds could be helpful. Accordingly, only the H → τhadτhad and
H → τ`τhad analyses are considered for trigger optimizations, with emphasis on H → τhadτhad.
8.1.2.1 Object thresholds
The first and simplest option is to raise object thresholds in the trigger. Since the Run-I signal
regions only include event topologies with additional jets, triggering on one or two additional
jets in the event is considered. To assess the impact of this, the Run-I analysis is re-run but
with progressively higher thresholds on the final state objects, and the resulting sensitivity is
derived. This is shown in Fig. 8.2.
For both H → τhadτhad and H → τ`τhad, triggering on the lead jet in the VBF category
is promising, and triggering on the sub-lead jet is not. The lowest realistic threshold for
triggering on the sub-lead jet is 15 − 20 GeV at L1 (≈ 50 − 60 GeV offline) costs significant
sensitivity in both final states. Requiring a second jet would also be inefficient for the boosted
category. To trigger on the lead jet, however, an offline threshold of ≈ 70 GeV (25 GeV at
L1) does not cost significant sensitivity.
For H → τhadτhad, raising the threshold on the lead τhad is more promising then raising
Table 8.3: HLT triggers used in the 2012 H → ττ analysis, and their expected 2015 versions,
grouped by ττ decay channel.
channel HLT, 2012 HLT, 2015
H → τhadτhad tau29Ti medium1 tau20Ti medium1 no di-τhad item planned
H → τeτhad e24vhi medium1 e28i tight
H → τµτhad mu24i tight mu26i medium
H → τeτe e24vhi medium1 || 2e12Tvh loose1 e28i tight || 2e17 loose
H → τµτµ mu18 tight mu8 EFFS 2mu14
H → τeτµ e12Tvh medium1 mu8 e17 medium mu12
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Figure 8.2: Significance (p0) of the H → ττ VBF category in 2012 for the H → τhadτhad (left)
and H → τ`τhad (right) analyses as a function of offline or L1 threshold for various
objects.
the threshold on the sub-lead τhad. For H → τ`τhad, raising the threshold on the τhad is more
promising than raising the threshold on the lepton.
8.1.2.2 Topological requirements
A new feature of the L1 trigger in 2015 is the ability to make topological selections, whereas
in Run-I, only object multiplicity selections could be made. This topological selection are
implemented via the new L1topo processor [113, 114].
At L1, the dominant background for τhad triggers is QCD di-jet production. Topological
selections can be used in various ways to suppress this process, especially in the H → ττ
signal regions where the ττ system tends to be boosted.
∆φ(ττ) < X:
QCD di-jets tend to be produced back-to-back in the transverse plane, and the ττ system
tends to have smaller ∆φ due to transverse boost of the Z/H.
∆η(ττ) < X:
QCD di-jets tend to be produced broadly in η, and the ττ system tends to have smaller
∆η due to longitudal boost of the Z/H.
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Figure 8.3: Topological distributions at L1 for H → τeτhad MC versus high-pileup (〈µ〉 = 81)
minimum bias MC.
∆R(ττ) < X:
This combines discriminating power of ∆φ(ττ) and ∆η(ττ).
pT(ττ) > X:
QCD di-jet systems tend to be produced at rest in the transverse plane, and the ττ
system is usually not due to transverse boost.
mττ > X:
QCD di-jet systems tend to be non-resonant and low-pT, and the ττ system is from
Z/H decays.
The discriminating power of these variables is shown in Fig. 8.3 for H → τeτhad MC versus
high-pileup minimum bias MC.
Of these options, angular discrimination is appealing because the angular resolution for
τhad at L1 is better than momentum resolution, as shown in Fig. 8.4 and Fig. 8.5. Sharper
efficiency turn-ons can then be expected at HLT and offline. ∆R(ττ) < 2.8 is ultimately chosen
for discrimination because it combines the discriminating power of ∆φ(ττ) and ∆η(ττ).
The impact of requiring an additional jet and ∆R(ττ) < 2.8 on the predicted 2015 L1
trigger rate is shown in Table 8.4. A ten-fold reduction of the rate is achieved without
signicant loss of sensitivity.
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Figure 8.4: L1 angular resolution for τhad in simulation and data [115].
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Figure 8.5: Momentum resolution for τhad in simulation and data at L1 (left) and HLT (right).
The resolution is significantly improved at HLT [1].
Table 8.4: L1 trigger items and rate predictions for 2015 data-taking. A baseline L1 menu is
used for calculating the unique rate.
L1 item rate [kHz] unique rate [kHz] notes
2TAU11 181 147 H → τhadτhad, early 2011
2TAU11I 121 99 H → τhadτhad, late 2011
TAU15I TAU11I 96 75 H → τhadτhad, 2012
TAU20I TAU11I 69 48 Raise lead τhad pT
TAU20I TAU12I 61 42 Raise sub-lead τhad pT
TAU20I TAU12I J25 20 12 Additional jet
TAU20I TAU12I J25 DR2.8 7.8 4.3 ∆R(τhadτhad) < 2.8
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8.1.2.3 Gains with `+τhad triggers
To assess the potential gain in sensitivity of `+τhad triggers in 2015, the H → τ`τhad analysis is
re-run in the regime below the single lepton trigger threshold with the `+τhad triggers running
in 2012, shown in Table 8.5. Kinematic distributions are shown in Fig. 8.6 and Fig. 8.7,
including the final BDT discriminant.
A simple, analytic formula for the discovery significance ZA [116] gives 0.7σ for the `+τhad
triggered category. This is not a significant improvment over the single lepton triggered
regime.
Table 8.5: L1 and HLT `+τhad trigger items operating in 2012.
channel L1 HLT
H → τeτhad 2TAU11I EM14VH tau20Ti medium1 e18vh medium1
H → τµτhad TAU8 MU10 tau20 medium1 mu15
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Figure 8.6: Kinematic distributions in the `+τhad category of the 8 TeV VBF H → τ`τhad
analysis.
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Figure 8.7: Kinematic distributions in the `+τhad category of the 8 TeV VBF H → τ`τhad
analysis.
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had.) has the slowest efficiency turn-on. Fits are performed with a Fermi-Dirac
distribution.
8.1.3 L1 τhad
Updates to the L1 τhad object are also considered. These are explored in hopes of improving
the trigger efficiency for τhad generally, without significant rate increases, which could assist
all analyses which rely on τhad triggers.
8.1.3.1 Size
The size of the L1 τhad is made larger to check if a sharper efficiency turn-on curve can
be gained without significant background contamination. This is especially important for
3-track τhad, which are expected to be wider than 1-track τhad and are observed to have a
slower efficiency turn-on curve. The default L1 τhad used in 2012 data-taking is 2×1 in the
electromagnetic calorimeter and 2×2 in the hadronic calorimeter.
Efficiency turn-on curves for various L1 τhad definitions are shown in Fig. 8.8 for simulated
τhad with and without isolation requirements. A sharper efficiency turn-on is achieved relative
to the default definition, as shown in Table 8.6. Since background rates increase non-trivially
with larger L1 τhad objects, the default definition will be retained in 2015 data-taking.
8.1.3.2 Isolation
The definition of L1 isolation is also reconsidered for 2015 data-taking. In 2012, a flat cut of
pL1,isoT ≤ 4 GeV is used. In 2015, the option of pL1T -dependent isolation is available. A simple
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linear dependence is explored:
require pL1,isoT ≤ m× pL1,isoT + b GeV (8.1)
With this definition, the 2012 isolation requirement is m = 0 and b = 4.
Removing the isolation requirement is considered above pL1T = 60 GeV. This is equivalent
to a logical OR with the lowest unprescaled single τhad trigger, TAU60, and thus will not cost
any additional unique rate to the total L1 trigger menu.
The predicted relative rate is shown in Fig. 8.9, with and without isolation at high pT.
An inverse relationship in the rate is observed between offset and slope, as expected. The
L1 τhad efficiency is shown in Fig. 8.10 for the isolation requirements which give equal rate.
Significant signal efficiency is recovered at high pT.
8.1.4 Conclusions and contingencies
Despite significantly harsher data-taking conditions in 2015, triggers for the H → τhadτhad
and H → τ`τhad analyses can be adapted to retain physics output with manageable rates
and without major loss of generality. The most important adaptations for both channels are
requiring an additional high-pT jet and requiring low ∆R(ττ). The L1 τhad menu is shown in
Table 8.7.
Table 8.6: Fits of the efficiency for firing the 20 GeV L1 τhad trigger with a Fermi-Dirac
distribution for various definitions of the L1 τhad item. No isolation requirement is
made.
τhad L1 size (EM, had.) fitted pT offset [GeV] fitted sharpness
2×1, 2×2 32.6 4.43
2×2, 2×2 31.2 3.87
1-track 2×2, 4×4 31.0 3.72
4×4, 2×2 30.7 3.67
4×4, 4×4 30.5 3.52
2×1, 2×2 41.0 4.47
2×2, 2×2 38.9 3.93
3-track 2×2, 4×4 38.3 3.65
4×4, 2×2 37.7 3.71
4×4, 4×4 37.1 3.42
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Figure 8.9: L1 rate for the di-τhad trigger in 14 TeV minimum bias MC for various p
L1
T -
dependent isolation definitions relative to the 2012 definition: pL1,isoT ≤ 4 GeV.
Many options give the same rate (white color). The rate is calculated irrespective
of the lowest unprescaled single τhad trigger (left) and with a logical OR of it (right).
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Contingency plans are considered due to the uncertainty of the rate prediction and the
uncertainty of the LHC data-taking conditions. If the H → ττ section of the τhad L1 menu is
asked to reduce its bandwidth consumption, options are available with minor physics losses,
such as raising the τhad threshold of the `+τhad triggers or raising the jet threshold of all
triggers. If additional bandwidth is available, the jet threshold or ∆R(ττ) requirement can
be relaxed. The contingencies are shown in Table 8.8.
8.2 HL-LHC
This section documents projections of the Standard Model H → ττ analysis for the ECFA
High Luminosity LHC Experiments Workshop 2014 [111]. The projection considers High
Luminosity LHC (HL-LHC) running conditions with 14 TeV pp collisions, 3000 fb−1 delivered
integrated luminosity, and an average number of overlapping pp collisions per bunch-crossing
(pile-up) 〈µ〉 = 140. Only the VBF τ`τhad (` = e, µ) analysis category is considered.
This projection is built from the existing Run-I analysis [2] by using the same data samples,
Monte Carlo samples, data-driven background estimates, and multivariate analysis (MVA)
techniques. It is projected to HL-LHC conditions by adding emulation of the harsher pile-up
conditions and scaling the predictions by the ratios of cross-sections and integrated luminosity
for HL-LHC versus 2012 conditions. The harsher pile-up conditions impacts jets and EmissT
significantly.
Table 8.7: The τhad L1 menu. A baseline L1 menu is used for calculating the unique rate.
signature target L1 item unique rate [kHz]
single τhad exotics, SUSY TAU60V 1.6
di-τhad Higgs, di-H TAU12I TAU20I J25-DR28 3.7
e+ τhad Higgs EM15HI TAU12I J25-DR28 1.2
e+ τhad exotics, SUSY EM15HI TAU40 0.2
µ+ τhad Higgs TAU12I MU10 J25-DR28 0.5
µ+ τhad exotics, SUSY TAU20 MU10 0.5
τhad + E
miss
T SUSY TAU20 XE45 J20 0.5
τhad + E
miss
T SUSY TAU12I TAU20I XE35 2.1
τhad + E
miss
T SUSY EM15HI TAU12I XE35 0.2
τhad + E
miss
T SUSY TAU12I MU10 XE35 0.0
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The analysis also considers possible extensions of the tracking volume to investigate the
impact of tracking-based rejection of pile-up jets.
8.2.1 Selection
The selection of a VBF-like sample for the τ`τhad final state discussed in this note relies on the
identification of one lepton (electron or muon), one hadronic tau and at least two jets. Muons
are selected if they have transverse momentum higher than 26 GeV and are in the region
|η| < 2.4. Quality criteria on the inner detector track associated to the muon are also applied.
Electron candidates are formed from a cluster in the electromagnetic calorimeters (transition
regions, 1.37 < |η| < 1.52, are excluded) that is matched with a track reconstructed within
the inner detector, |η| < 2.47. Electrons with a transverse momentum higher than 26 GeV
are selected and a tightPP working point is used. For both muons and electrons, calorimeter
and track-based isolation criteria with similar combined selection efficiency as the LHC Run-I
analysis are assumed.
Jets are reconstructed using the anti-kt algorithm [64] with a radius parameter R = 0.4,
taking topological clusters in the calorimeters as inputs. Only jets with |η| < 4.5 are selected
in this analysis. The general pT threshold for jets is 30 GeV, and specific selection of the
VBF analysis is mentioned later. Track-based pile-up suppression with jet-vertex fraction
(JVF) [66] is applied in the range of the tracking volume (|ηjet| < 2.4). In the range |η| < 2.5,
b-tagged jets are identified using the MV1 tagging algorithm based on the impact parameter
information and on the reconstruction of the displaced vertices of the hadron decays inside
Table 8.8: Contingency options for the H → ττ section of the τhad L1 menu. The change in
unique rate is with respect to the baseline menu. A baseline L1 menu is used for
calculating the unique rate.
scenario item change motivation ∆ [kHz]
3rd TAU20I → TAU15I slow τhad turn-on +3.2
add rate 2nd ∆R(ττ) < 2.8→ 3.0 ∆R inefficiency for di-H +2.6
1st J25 → J20 slow jet turn-on +0.4
baseline – – – –
1st TAU12I → TAU20I (τ`τhad) small gain with `+τhad triggers –1.7
cut rate 2nd J25 → J30 jet threshold is robust –2.2
3rd TAU20I → TAU25I τhad threshold is robust –3.8
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the jets [67].
Tau candidates are seeded by anti-kt [64], R = 0.4 jets with pT > 20 GeV whose calorimeter
cluster and leading track must satisfy |η| < 2.47. The Boosted Decision Tree (BDT) tau
identification method [1] is used, requiring that the tau candidate passes the medium tightness,
corresponding to to approximately 55-60% efficiency A dedicated selection to reject fake tau
candidates from electrons and muons is applied.
When different objects selected according to the above criteria overlap with each other
geometrically (within ∆R < 0.2), only one of them is considered for further analysis. The
overlap is resolved by selecting muon, electron, τhad and jet candidates in this order of priority.
The signal events are characterized by true EmissT due to the presence of the neutrinos
from the tau decays. In this analysis, the EmissT reconstruction uses reconstructed high-pT
physics objects (electrons, photons, τhad, jets and muons) and a measurement of the soft
term, which includes contributions from the underlying event, multi-parton interactions, and
physics objects below analysis threshold.
Unless otherwise noted, the topological selection criteria are identical to the Run-I analysis.
One lepton and one hadronically decaying tau are required, and there must be at least two jets
with a significant separation in η as expected for VBF production. Some additional topological
cuts are applied to suppress backgrounds while retaining most of the signal. The VBF category
is intentionally defined loosely since the discrimination of signal from background is meant to
be handled by the BDTs. The event selection is summarized in Table 8.9.
8.2.2 Emulation of High-Luminosity LHC conditions
The method of pile-up emulation follows the same procedure used by the H→WW ∗ projec-
tion for ECFA 2013 [117]. The approach is to port the existing Run-I analysis to HL-LHC
conditions by overlaying pile-up jets on the 8 TeV samples, degrading the hard-scatter (HS)
jet and EmissT resolution, and propagating the impact of this to the analysis.
8.2.2.1 Performance assumptions
The Run-I triggering thresholds and efficiency are assumed. The ATLAS trigger has many
upgrades planned to mitigate the impact of higher instantaneous luminosity, including the
New Small Wheel, hardware trackers, and finer L1 EM-calorimeter granularity. Improvements
to the L1 granularity will especially improve triggers with electrons and taus, since shower
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shape variables can be built to discriminate against QCD jets better than existing isolation
variables. It is then deemed unnecessary to consider scenarios of significant trigger efficiency
loss in detail.
It is also assumed that the lepton and tau reconstruction and identification efficiencies are
equivalent to that observed in the 2012 data. This is chosen because the detector upgrades
for the HL-LHC aim for achieving a performance similar to Run-I despite the harsher pile-up
conditions. Hard-scatter jets from the 8 TeV samples are smeared to emulate the reconstructed
jet resolution at HL-LHC conditions [118]. The jet smearing is propagated to the EmissT
calculation. The soft-term resolution of the EmissT is smeared: 33 MeV per unit of 〈µ〉, which
is derived from high pile-up Z/γ∗ simulation.
8.2.2.2 Pileup emulation
Pileup jets are inserted into the event according to rates recommended by the ATLAS pro-
jections [118]. For 〈µ〉 = 140 and jet pT ≥ 30 GeV, the rate is 2.4 additional pile-up jets per
event. The kinematics of the inserted pile-up jets are derived from high pile-up Z/γ∗ simu-
lation. Templates are built for pT and η and are then randomly sampled for each inserted
pileup jet.
The hard-scattering jets are assumed to have a reconstruction efficiency of the track-
confirmation algorithm recommended by the existing ATLAS projections. The pile-up jets
Table 8.9: Event selection and categorization criteria. ThemT(`, E
miss
T ) requirement is relaxed
to avoid signal loss due to the degradation of the EmissT resolution at high 〈µ〉.
Type Selection
τ`τhad preselection
exactly one identified and isolated lepton (e, µ)
exactly one identified tau
opposite sign lepton and tau
no additional leptons passing loosened identification criteria
no jets passing the b-tagging criteria
mT(`, E
miss
T ) < 100 GeV
VBF categorization
leading jet with pT > 50 GeV
any additional jet with pT > 30 GeV
|∆η(lead jet, sub-lead jet)| > 3.0
mvis.ττ > 40 GeV
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are assumed to have the pile-up suppression efficiency of the 2012 JVF algorithm, which is
98% within the tracking volume [66]. No degradation of pile-up jet suppression is assumed
because techniques already exist which out-perform the JVF tagger. The pile-up suppression
is assumed to not depend on pT and η other than at the boundary of the tracker. The insertion
of pileup jets is then propagated to the EmissT calculation.
A new tracker in the forward region |η| > 2.5 is being considered for Phase-II ATLAS
upgrades. To emulate the impact of pile-up jet suppression with a forward tracker, the analysis
is re-run with forward pile-up jet rejection imposed by hand. Since the scope of the forward
tracker is uncertain, a range of coverage and performance is considered: coverage of |η| <
3.0, 3.5, and 4.0 and pile-up jet suppression of 50%, 75%, and 90% with negligible signal
(hard-scattering jets) efficiency loss is evaluated. For comparison, a pile-up jet suppression of
90% with negligible signal efficiency loss is comparable to the performance of the JVF tagger
within the existing tracker [66].
The method of randomly inserting pile-up jets into existing events does not consider cor-
relations between pile-up jets. This could be problematic because the pT imbalance of the
event could be overstated, which would propagate to unphysical biases of quantities which
are sensitive to balance like EmissT . The impact of this has been assessed by overlaying entire
truth pile-up events onto the existing hard scatter events. The results are comparable.
8.2.2.3 Impact on observables
The VBF H → ττ analysis relies on two jets with large ∆η to describe the VBF topology and
on EmissT to describe di-τ decays. The presence of forward pile-up jets can then be expected to
degrade the sensitivity of the analysis because they will cause migration of background events
into the VBF category, and because they will bias the EmissT calculation.
The contamination of pile-up jets in the VBF category for the total background is signifi-
cant. Most events (72%) have a sub-lead pile-up jet, and nearly half (42%) have a lead pile-up
jet. These pile-up jets are especially problematic because they are typically forward, thus any
event with pile-up lead and sub-lead jets in opposite hemispheres will have |ηj1 − ηj2| > 4.8.
Degradation of the EmissT and MMC m(ττ) under the high-luminosity conditions is shown
in Fig. 8.11 for simulated VBF H → ττ . Both observables are degraded by jet and EmissT
smearing and by the presence of forward pile-up jets biasing the EmissT calculation.
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Figure 8.11: Degradation of EmissT -related observables at HL-LHC conditions for VBF H →
τ`τhad: the E
miss
T resolution (left) and reconstructed m
MMC
ττ (right) [111]. The
underflow of the mMMCττ shows the fraction of events which fail the mass recon-
struction.
8.2.3 Analysis
8.2.3.1 Boosted decision tree training
A multi-variate analysis approach is used by training BDTs to discriminate signal from back-
ground. It is trained using all backgrounds scaled to their respective cross-sections against
the total (ggF + VBF) signal shapes. The same training parameters and input variables as
the Run-I analysis are used, and the input variables are listed in Table 8.10.
BDTs are trained for a variety of forward tracker coverages (|η| < 3, |η| < 3.5 and |η| < 4)
and pile-up rejection values (50%, 75% and 90%). Fig. 8.12 shows the efficiency for rejecting
the background versus the efficiency for selecting the signal for the scenario of 90% forward
pile-up rejection. For a given signal efficiency, the background rejection improves with larger
coverage.
8.2.3.2 Kinematic distributions
Predicted signal and background BDT input distributions as well as basic object kinematics
are shown in Figures Fig. 8.13, Fig. 8.14 and Fig. 8.15. Signal and background are predicted
with the same methods as the Run-I analysis [2], including the data-driven prediction of the
dominant Z → ττ and fake backgrounds. The resulting BDT score is presented in Figure
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Figure 8.12: Signal efficiency versus background efficiency for scenarios of generic forward
tracker coverage and rejection power (left) and zoomed in to lower signal efficiency
(right) [111]. A BDT is trained in the VBF category for each scenario.
Fig. 8.16.
8.2.4 Results
Yields for signal and background in the high BDT score bins are shown in Table 8.11. As in
the Run-I analyses, Z → ττ and fakes are the dominant backgrounds in the most signal-like
regime. The binning of the BDT is optimized to maximize the expected sensitivity.
Table 8.10: Discriminating variables used for the BDT training.
Variable Definition
∆R(τhad, `) Separation of the lepton and τhad
mT(`, E
miss
T ) Transverse mass of the lepton and E
miss
T
EmissT φ-centrality Centrality of the E
miss
T between the lepton and τhad
MMC mττ ττ mass estimator
mj1,j2 Invariant mass of the 2 leading jets
ηj1 × ηj2 Product of the ηs of the two leading jets
|ηj1 − ηj2| Absolute difference ηs of the two leading jets
` η-centrality Centrality of the lepton between the two leading jets
pTotalT |~p`T + ~pτhT + ~pj1T + ~pj2T + ~EmissT |
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Figure 8.13: Signal and background HL-LHC predictions of (a) leading jet pT, (b) sub-leading
jet pT, (c) leading jet η, (d) sub-leading jet η, (e) ∆ηjj , (f) mjj , (g) ηleadjet ×
ηsub−leadjet and (h) E
miss
T [111]. The last bin contains the overflow events.
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Figure 8.14: Signal and background HL-LHC predictions of (a) pT(τhad), (b) pT(lepton),
(c) η(τhad), (d) η(lepton), (e) ∆R(τhad, lepton), (f) MMC (g) m
vis.
ττ and (h)
mT(`, E
miss
T ) [111]. The last bin contains the overflow events.
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Figure 8.15: Signal and background HL-LHC predictions of (a) EmissT φ-centrality, (b) lepton
η-centrality and (c) pTotalT [111]. The last bin contains the overflow events.
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Figure 8.16: Signal and background HL-LHC predictions of the BDT spectrum in the (a) full
range and (b) highest bins range [111]. Signal and background are overlaid in
(a) and stacked in (b).
Table 8.11: Yields for signal and background in the VBF category and in the most sensitive
BDT bins, as shown in Fig. 8.16.
process VBF category third highest bin second highest bin highest bin
VBF H → ττ 8970 114 147 206
ggF H → ττ 16410 44 46 39
Z → ττ 1682400 875 720 514
fakes 2959800 205 190 155
tt̄ 191400 100 20 < 20
other 198600 < 20 < 20 < 20
signal 25380 158 193 245
background 5032200 1180 930 669
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8.2.4.1 Uncertainties assumptions
When calculating the sensitivity of the analysis, three scenarios of background uncertainties
and two scenarios of theory uncertainties are considered. The theory uncertainties are varied
from no theory uncertainties to Run-I theory uncertainties, which are as large as 6% (30%) for
the VBF (ggF) Higgs production modes [2]. The experimental signal uncertainty is fixed at 5%
accounting for experimental sources such as jet energy scale uncertainties. The experimental
background uncertainties are varied to 10% and 5% of the prediction, and they are treated as
uncorrelated between backgrounds and between bins of the BDT score.
The projected sensitivity is shown in Table 8.12. The two scenarios of background uncer-
tainties and two scenarios of theory uncertainties are shown. The sensitivity of the projection
is driven by the uncertainty on the background prediction. For σsyst.B = 10%, the projected
uncertainty on µ with no signal theory uncertainties is 0.24. For σsyst.B = 5%, this projected
uncertainty is 0.13.
The impact of pile-up jet rejection in the forward region is also evaluated as an example
of the impact of a forward tracker, and results are given in Table 8.13. Multiple scenarios of
|η| coverage and pile-up jet rejection are considered. For these scenarios, negligible loss of HS
jets to forward pile-up jet rejection is assumed, a 10% systematic uncertainty is assumed for
backgrounds, a 5% experimental systematic uncertainty is assumed for signals, and theoretical
uncertainties on signals are ignored.
8.2.5 Conclusions
The projection of the Standard Model H → ττ analysis to the High Luminosity LHC (HL-
LHC) running conditions with 14 TeV pp collisions, 3000 fb−1 delivered integrated luminosity,
and an average number of overlapping pp collisions 〈µ〉 = 140 is performed. The VBF τ`τhad
(` = e, µ) analysis category is considered, and the uncertainty on the signal strength (µ) is
Table 8.12: Uncertainty on the signal strength (∆µ) for different scenarios of background
uncertainties and signal theory uncertainties.
current σtheo.S no σ
theo.
S
σsyst.B σ
syst.
S ∆µ ∆µ
10% 5% 0.25 0.24
5% 5% 0.16 0.13
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projected to be 24% when theory uncertainties are ignored and 10% (5%) background (signal)
uncertainties are assumed. The projected uncertainty could be reduced significantly if pile-up
jets outside the current tracking volume could be rejected similar to pile-up jet rejection within
the tracking volume in 2012. The uncertainty on µ is projected to be 8− 18% depending on
the scenario of forward tracker coverage and pile-up jet rejection.
Table 8.13: Uncertainty on the signal strength (∆µ) for different scenarios of forward tracking.
forward pileup jet rejection 50% 75% 90%
forward tracker coverage ∆µ
Run-I tracking volume 0.24
|η| < 3.0 0.18 0.15 0.14
|η| < 3.5 0.18 0.13 0.11
|η| < 4.0 0.16 0.12 0.08
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Chapter 9
Conclusions
This thesis described evidence of Higgs boson decays to tau leptons with the ATLAS detector
at the LHC, with special emphasis given to the VBF H → τ`τhad subset of the analysis. The
theoretical context, LHC, and ATLAS experiment were briefly reviewed. The signature of tau
leptons at ATLAS was described in detail.
The data in the H → ττ analysis correspond to 25 fb−1 of proton collisions with √s = 7 or
8 TeV. Strong evidence for H → ττ is observed (expected) with a 4.5σ (3.4σ) deviation from
the background-only hypothesis. The measured signal strength, normalized to the Standard
Model expectation, is 1.4+0.4−0.4, which is consistent with the Standard Model prediction. A
limiting factor of the measurement is the size of the available dataset.
Future LHC data-taking campaigns will offer substantially more data and at a higher
collision energy, though the harsh conditions present challenges for triggering on τhad and
rejecting pileup jets mimicking the VBF signature. The VBF H → τ`τhad analysis projects
to measure a signal strength uncertainty of 8% with the addition of a high performance, high
coverage forward tracker.
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Appendix A
Control regions for fakes
Comparisons of data with prediction for fakes control regions in the H → ττ
analysis are shown.
A.1 Same sign CR
A.2 MC SR
A.3 W → `ν` CR
A.4 QCD CR
A.5 Z → `` CR
A.6 top CR
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Figure A.1: Comparison of data and j→τhad prediction in the same sign CR for various event
kinematics. Only statistical uncertainties are shown.
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Figure A.2: Comparison of data and j→τhad prediction in the same sign CR for various event
kinematics. Only statistical uncertainties are shown.
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Figure A.3: Comparison of the prediction of identified taus and the j→τhad prediction, both
in simulation, in the signal region for various event kinematics. Only statistical
uncertainties are shown.
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A. Control regions for fakes
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Figure A.4: Comparison of the prediction of identified taus and the j→τhad prediction, both
in simulation, in the signal region for various event kinematics. Only statistical
uncertainties are shown.
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A. Control regions for fakes
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Figure A.5: Comparison of data and j→τhad prediction in the W → `ν` CR for various event
kinematics. Only statistical uncertainties are shown.
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Figure A.6: Comparison of data and j→τhad prediction in the W → `ν` CR for various event
kinematics. Only statistical uncertainties are shown.
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Figure A.7: Comparison of data and j → τhad prediction in the QCD CR for various event
kinematics. Only statistical uncertainties are shown.
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Figure A.8: Comparison of data and j → τhad prediction in the QCD CR for various event
kinematics. Only statistical uncertainties are shown.
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Figure A.9: Comparison of data and j→ τhad prediction in the Z → `` CR for various event
kinematics. Only statistical uncertainties are shown.
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Figure A.10: Comparison of data and j→τhad prediction in the Z → `` CR for various event
kinematics. Only statistical uncertainties are shown.
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A. Control regions for fakes
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Figure A.11: Comparison of data and j → τhad prediction in the top CR for various event
kinematics. Only statistical uncertainties are shown.
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Figure A.12: Comparison of data and j → τhad prediction in the top CR for various event
kinematics. Only statistical uncertainties are shown.
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Appendix B
Inputs to the τhad BDT identifier
Distributions of τhad (signal) and QCD jets (background) for the BDT identifica-
tion algorithm are shown.
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Figure B.1: Signal and background distributions for the full set of the discriminating variables
in the 1-track τhad jet discrimination algorithm [1].
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Figure B.2: Signal and background distributions for the full set of the discriminating variables
in the 3-track τhad jet discrimination algorithm [1].
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Appendix C
Performance of mττ algorithms
Performance of various mττ reconstruction algorithms are shown. These are inputs
to Section 5.5.
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Figure C.1: Simulated predictions of mZ→τ`τhad and mH→τ`τhad in the boosted category for
various mττ reconstruction algorithms.
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Figure C.2: Simulated predictions of mZ→τ`τhad and mH→τ`τhad in the VBF category for var-
ious mττ reconstruction algorithms.
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